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SUMMARY

In this thesis I examine the views of

Peter l{inch as expressed principally in his book

The Ïdea of a Social Science and lts Relation to

Philosophy , and two articles 'Understanding a

Primitive Society' and rLanguage Belief and Rel-

ativism'with a view to showing

1) That his account of the notion of a form

of life differs significantly from thaË of

Ludwig Wittgenstein, who he claÍms as the

originator of the notion

2) That although he is not committed to the

blatantly relativistic position of assimilat-

ing what is true to what is believed by some

groups, he is neverLheless committed to the

view that criticism across Lhe boundaries of

forms of life is illegitimate. I find this
position unacceptable a) because I can see no

possibility of drawing boundaries between forms

of life in the way it requires and b) because,

even if boundaries could be drawn, the prohibit-
ion against criticism would not be warranted.
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I have also examined what appears to be a

posLtive line of criticism of trIinchrs views puË

forward by Steven Lulies and Martin Ho1lis, corl-

cluding via a discussion of arguments put for-
ward by I,I.V.O. Quine and Donald Davidson tha: they

have faiLed to show thaË it is impossible to have

grounds for believing that some group of foreign-

ers are conrnitted Èo an aLternative conceptual

scheme or alËernative criteria of 1ogic.'
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This thesis conËains no material which

has been accepted for Ëhe award of any other

degree or diploma at any universiËy.

To the best of ury knowledge and belief ,

the Ëhesis contains no material'previously
published or written by anoËher person

except where due reference is made in the

text of the thesis.
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CHAPTER ONE THE I^IITTGENSTEINIAN ORIGINS OF

I^IINCH' S POSITION.

1. Introductl-on.

In putting forward his account of the nature

of the s ocial , "i"rr"., , 
1 and t unders tandingt generally ,

PeÈer Inlinch raises serious problems concerning trans-

lation between the languages of different cultural

groups. In this thesis, I wish to show that an im-

porËant line of criticism of I,rlinchrs views, based on

Ëhe assumption that we could never have grounds f.or

believing that other societies operate with criËeria

of truth, rationality and logic different from those

current in our own culture, is not tenable, but also

to argue that the sort of position espoused by I'rIinch,

which entails that we adopt a relativistic stance on

these criteria, is not acceptable either. In short,

I wish to argue that the possibility of discovering a

society operating according to criteria of logic, truth

and rationality different from those r,¡hich we accept,

1 I shall be concerned wÍth the doctrines he enunc-
iates in:
The Idea of a Social Science and its Relation to
Phj-losophy ( ondon:Routledge &

) ; 'Understandin
in Inlilson, B .R. (

ord:Basil Blackw
tir¡ism'(hereafte

Kegan Paul,1958) ,

g a Prirnitive Society'
ed.) Beltpnelity.,ell, t970)l-t anguage
r LBR) in Lewis H. (ed.)

(he::
(her
pp.
Beli
Cont

eaf ISSter
ter
111
and
ora

, (oxf
eaf UPS)
7B-

Rela
British Philos , Series 4, pp. 322-

)

ef

on: orge n nwin , L9'76
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if indeed this is a unique seË, has not been ruled

out by the a priori arguments put forward,I b"'

Èhat admitting this does not entail that any such

criËeria are equally as acceptable as any others.

lüinch's views issue in controversy at the

point where he makes pronouncements concerning the

meaning, truth and rationality of statements of be-

liefs, in particular when he denies the possibility

of criticLzLng beliefs current in cultures other

than our ovtn. These pronouneements are based on

doctrines of meaning which l¡trinch attributes to Lud-

wig Inlittgens tel¡n,2 and which crucially involve the

notion of 'a form of life' . In order Ëo appreciate

tr{inchts account of such notions as lmeaningt ,'in-

telligibility' etc. it is necessary to grasp the

notion of'a form of lifetwhich Winctr sees as under-

lying them. Since, ês Ïtrinch acknowledg"' , 
3 Lhis

notion ís taken over from ltittgensteinrs writingS, I

shall begin my discussion of l,rIinch's theories with

a brief account of their alleged origins '

e.q. bv Steven Lukes & Martin H llis in several

"rEictós referred to below.
1

2 p
P
articular the views Propounded in \{ittgens tein
hilos hical Investi tions, (Oxford: Basil

rea ter, and lJittgenstein L.
Certainty (Oxford: Basil Blackwe

In
L.
Bla
On

3 e. g. ISS p. 40.

11, T969).
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2. lüittsens teinian Origins .

l^linchts account of explanation in the social

sciences constitutes an elaboration of views impli-

cit in the later philosophy of ülittgenstein, whose

approach he cormends as follows:

It becomes clear Èhat Inlinch sees the notion

of arform of Lifet as important not just to the

social sciences 6utto epistemology in general. E.g.

he says:

'the philosophical elùcidation of human
intelligence and Ëhe notions associated with
this, rðquires thaL these notions be placed
in the conLext of the relations between men
in society. In so far as there has been a
general revolution in philosophy in recent
years, perhaps it lies in the emphas j-s on
itrat fact anã in the profound working out of
its consequences, which we find in üIittgen-
steints work. "llhat has to be accepted, the , l
given, is - so one could say - forms of life.rrrr t

tl,lhereas the philosophies of science, o!
art, of history etc., will have the task of
elucidating the peculiar natures of those
forms of tife called tsciencet, 'artt etc.,
epistemology will try to elucidate what is
iãvolved^iñ the notion of a form of life
as such'z

In ISS, while his particular task is Ëo show

the way in which the elucidation of the notion of a

IISSp

2ISSp

40

4I

(Quoting from PI, xi p. 226e)
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form of life is important in order to gain a proper

r:nderstanding of the nature of social pherro*ena,1

he is also drawing attention Èo the way in which

it is required for gaining an understanding of the

conceptual apparatus in terms of which we view the

world in general.

I shall argue that Inlinchrs notion of a 'form

of life' differs significantly from lüittgenstein's;
despite his reliance on Wittgenstein!s work, €.9.

in ISS ch. 2. Hence, if \rlittgenstein is to be

appealed to in support of l,rlinch's position, then,

I argue, Ëhe appeal fails , since features of I^littgen-

sLeinian forms of lífe (such as their existence as

discrete enËities, and their tgivenness ! ) are not

necessarily features of their l,linchian counter-

parts, even if dubious grounds can be given for
ascribing these properties to the I,Iittgensteinian

originals.

hliEtgenstein uses the phrase 'form of life'
several times in Ëhe Phílosophical Investigations,

but an unambiguous definition is not forËhcoming.

The most interesting of these uses is in E24L:

| "So you are saying that human agreement de-
cides what is true and what is false?" It
is 'what human beings
false;
use.

and they agre
say Ehat is true and
e in the language thev

That is not agreement in opinions but
Ín form of life'

1 See e. g. ISS p. 43.
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Immediately after thís Passage comes:

lüittgenstein says in On Certainty p. t0

tr{hat I,trittgenstein seems to be saying, is

that underlying any assertion about what is or is

not the case, is some general agreement about the

lsay in which language is to be used. If I assert:

'That pillarbox is red', then I am expressing an

opinion; but I would not be able Èo express an

opinion on this particular matter unless there hlere

some intersubjective agreement on how colour dis-

criminations v/ere made. It is this intersubjective

agreement in judgements which makes possible the

very existence of the'language game rn7e call the

use of "names of colour" ' 
1. He says laËer:

t If language is to be a means of cornmunic-
ation tñerã must be agreement not only in
definitions but also (queer as this may
sound) in judgements. '

"There is in general complete agreement in
the judgementé of colours made by-those
who iravã b".tt diagnosed normal. This char-
acterizçs the concept of a judgement of
colourttz

tThe limits of empiricism are not assumpt-
ions unguaranteed or intuitively known to
be corrãct: they are vüaysin which.we make
comparisons ancl in which we act.'J.

1 PI p. 226e

2 PI p. 227e

3 Also in On Certainty ( 9204) he says: 'It is
our acting-ffiicñ-fîãs at the bottom of Lhe
language game.'
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It is these v¡ays of making comparisons and acting

which he is speaking of as 'forms of life'. They

are not so much presuppositions (this implies an

arbitrary commitment) buÈ rather one's unreflective

vrays of acËing or making judgements.

This interpretation of 'form of lifer is

compatible with what ltrittgenstein says in g9 of

PI: 'to imagine a language is to imagine a form of

life' buË sits il1 with what he says on p. L74 of

PI: lCan only those hope who can talk? 0n1y those

who have mastered the use of a language. That is

to say the phenomena of hope are modes of this

complicated form of life'.

At first sight it appears that he is referring

to language itself as the rform of life' , or perhaps

even to 'hope'. J.F.M. Hunterl interprets \nlittgen-

stein as referring to 'either the use of language

or mastery of the use of language!, but it is mast-

ery in a special sense: 'He reacts that wâY, using

those words, Dot because he recognizes that his

situation is an appropriaEe case for the use of

those words, satisfying all the criteria, but as

it were blindly, and because this use of words has

been built ínto him, and has become part of the way

1 J.F.M.
Philos

Hunter, t ttForms

hical Investi
of Life" ín Ialittgenstein's
tions' American Philos-

op ca Quar ter v o 6B p.
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he functions. (It is a form of life)'1 I must

confess myself puzzLed by the passage on hoping.

Hunter's reading of it is plausible, if extending

my account a littl-e, and it is also compatible with

another feature of forms of life, their nature as

'given' : tVlhat has to be accepted, the given, is

so one could say - forms of lifet.2 In what sense

are they 'given'? They are 'given! in the sense

thaË it is not possible to ask for further justific-

ation. There is nothing beyond the agreement in
judgements in virtue of which it comes about. I^Iitt-

genstein makes a parallel point about language games.

I'Ie can only say 'this language game is played','our

mistalie is to look for an explanation where vre ought

to look at what happens as a "proto-phenomenon" ' .3

I'lhen l^liËtgenstein says that rto imagine a

language means to imagine a form of lifet4 he implies

that for each language game there is a correspond-

ing form of 1ife. Language games are bound uP with

non-linguistic activities in such a v¡ay that it is

impossible to speak of 1-anguage independently of

the use to wtrich ít is put. It is not obvious

whether he means that there is a one-to-one corre-

lation of games to forms of life or whether more than

1 ibid. p. 243

2 PI p. 226

3 PI p. I67e
4 PI s19
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one game can depend on a single form of life. If

the former vrere the case, it would follow that íf

there were boundaries between language games, there

would be boundaries between forms of life. The

importance of this point will become clear later when

Ëhe possibility of drawing precise boundaries round

forms of life is shown to be crucial for sustaining

trdinch's views on rationality, truth and logic.

Gerald Downingl *"ke" the point that I^litt-

genstein prefers to talk of differences between

games rather than of 'different gamest, which he

takes as supporting the interpretation that language

games are not separated by clear boundaries, tonly

by other games that Èhey differently resemble. t2

One can think of examples, like 'ordering', 're-
questing', 'suggesting' , where one activity appears

to shade into the next. Downing suggests that the

use of the term 'game' by llitËgenstein is an in-

dication that language games, like sËandard games

are not strictly bounded and that they constitute

an overlapping maze rather than a set of discrete

entities.

1 'Games, Families,
p. 40;Philosophy

The Public, and Religion'.
Vol. 47, L972 pp. 38-54.

2 ibid. p. 40
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0n the other hand, it appears to make sense

to say that the boundaries between the t\^/o forms of

life which correspond to the language games of

'promising' and 'ordering'1 are such as to prohibit

any particular utterance being part of both games.

It is clearly the case that to regard an act of

promising as an act of ordering would be to mis-

interpret it; indeed iË is difficult to see how

any sense could be made of such an interpretation.
So there is some justÍfication for the claim that

seeing an utterance as belonging to one language

game rather than another, or seeing an activÍty as

belonging to a particular fòrm of l-ife rather than

another is essential to identifying it as having the

meaning it has, oÍ identifying it as the action it
is. Ïlhether this entails that we should aPply

different criteria of truth, rationality or logic

to utterances, according to the form of life from

which they emanate,is another issue.

!trittgenstein explieitly denies2 that the

possibility of transforming a question into a

senËence of the form 'I want to know whether . . .'
brings the language games of questioning and assert-

ing closer together. I take it that in drawing

1 l,Iíttgenstein gives a sample list of language
games in PI 923.

2 PI p. J.2e
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aÈtention to this feature of language games he

wishes to emphasize thaÈ it is not the information

content of the sentences which is the important

feature for determining which language game an

utterance belongs to, but rather what kind of
performative role it fulfils. If the criteria for
disËinguishing language games are to be found in
Ëhe performative rather than informative areas of
Language, Lhen it is far from clear that using a

different language game necessitates using a diff-
erent conceptual apparatus. The significance of

this point will become clear when I come to cou.-

sider Inlinch's views on the possibility of under-

standing 'beliefsr which belong to forms of life
alien to us. Indeed it would appear from the

Ialittgensteinian example (of the question converted

to an assertion) that learning to play a net,.r lairg-

uage game, mây sometimes involve only minimal

additions to our conceptual apparatus. Hence,

even if each language game is related to a unique

set of non-linguistic activities, it doesn't follow
that the conceptual apparatus which goes along with
a form of lÍfe ís unique to that form of life. I^le

would expect that in many cases, âsserting and

questioning being a typical example, such overlap

would be' almost complete.
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The l-ist which \,trittgensÈein gives of language
1

games in PI' incLudes such activities as: giving

orders, and obeying Ehem, describing the aPpear-

ance of an object, reportíng an event, forming and

Èesting a hypothesis, making and telling a joke,

asking, thanking, cursitg, greeting, praying. If

each of these is associated with a particular form

of life, then the sort of entity which ülittgenstein

viewed as a form of life was f.at from being a large

scale system of activities involving a vast network

of inter-related beliefs and practices. In compar-

ison with the sort of entity which Winch subsumes

under the rubric 'form of life! these categories

of action are relativel-y small scale affa;irs, and,

apart from praying (and perhaps cursitg), do not

seem to be limited Ëo any particular grouP of people

within the community, or correlated with any one

set of beliefs.

Furthermore, lJittgensteinian forms of life

are not necessarily fixed. They are not irmnune from

becoming obsolete or being forgotten; at least this

is true of language g"t"rl and presumably holds

true of the forms of life uPon which they are de-

pendent. New ones may be invented,2 or come into

existence, and they may change with tíme.3

1 Pr e23

2 PI s23
3 0n Certaintv s256
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So far I have attempLed to show that l^littgen-

stein's notion of form of life is that of a relat-

ively small scale category of human behaviour, âî

unreflective way of acting or making judgements,

in virtue of which opinions may be formed and upon

which the use of language is dependent. Forms of

Life are, in a sense, given, since, according to

!'Iíttgenstein, there is nowhere further than them

that we can look for justification of them (although

in this, âs I point ouË be1ow, there is room for

disagreement, even in the example given by l,Iittgen-

stein). They are also fairly universal sorts of

activity, in the sense that for the most part Lhey

are found across linguistic and societal boundarie".l

3. I^trinch's Forms of Life.

Inlinch claims Llittgenstein as the originator

of the views he expresses about forms of life. How-

ever, there are considerable differences between

lfittgenstein's accounL, which I have outlined

briefly above, and that of !üinch. I shall attempt

to point out where these differences lie, and there-

by show that Winch is not entitled to appeal to its

1 See on this point Patrick Sherry 'îruth and the
Re1-igious Languag
pp. 18-37

e Game' Philosophy Vol. 47 , L972
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ltittgensteinian origíns in defence of his position,

vrhatever kudos may flow from that source. I turn

now to an examination of l^linch's position, as it is
found in ISS. In order to do so, I shall first give

a brief account of trrlinch's doctrine of meanirg, in
which his principle concern is to account for the

way ín which we arrive at agreement in the use of

language. In order Ëo agree in the use of words,

according to Inlinch, wê must have some kind of con-

sensus abouE what thing; in the world are relevantly
tthe same' . However, what is relevantly 'the same'

can only be decided by the applícation of a rule.
I now turn to a discussion of trlinch's notíons of

'sameness', and rules and the way in which they are

related to the central noËion of 'a form of life' .

Before we can be said to understand the

meaning of a word, and hence grasp a concept, wê

must know under what conditions it applies, i.e.
what sets of circumstances, activities, objects eLc.

are relevantly 'the same' . But according to Inlinch

'It is only in terms of a given rule that we can

attach a specific sense to the words "the same"'.1

'sameness' is thus not something given in the world,

it is imposed by a rule.

Followíng a rule requires not merely being

able to copy what has been done, i.e. reproduce

1 ISS p. 27.
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identical behaviour, but to understand what counts

as going on in the same way; to apply the rule

Lo novel seËs of circumstances. To decide whether

an índividual is following a rule, it is necessary

to subject him to social tests. IÈ is not up to

any individual, for example, to continue a sequen-

ce in any random fashion he chooses and claim that
he is following some private rule. To put it
another wây, the individual could be said to be

following a rule only if:
tit makes sense to suppose thaE someb
could in principle discover the rule'

odv else
1

This is not to say that in order to be said

to be following a rule one must be able to form-

ulate it:

'the tesË of whether a man's actions are
Ëhe application of. a rule is not whether
he can formulate it but whether it makes
sense to distinguish between a right and
vrrong \ray of doing^things in connection
with what he does'Z

So following a rule can't be a private matter.

It requires agreement between members of a society

as to what counts as 'following on as a matter of

course', as standard T/,rays of conËinuing sequences,

using words etc. Hence meaning is dependent on soc-

ial agreement, and this applies, in lJinch's view,

1 ISS
2 ISS

P

p

30

5B
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as much to Ëhe meaningfulness of behaviour as it
does to words or sentences.

But, in order to arrive at such agreement

and thereby understand the beliefs and practices

of a society, it is necessary to share íts common

assumptions and expectations, or as Inlinch puts it,
to share the 'forms of. life' of that society.

He offers as examples of forms of life

art, science and religion.l These are quite diff-

erent sorts of entity from the ones canvassed by

!üittgenstein, such as giving orders, reportirg,

describing etc.2 I would claim, as does P.
?-

Sherry, " that religion is not a form of life in
the trrlittgensteinian sense, but rather includes

various forms of life such as praying, hoping etc..
The same is true of science and art.

hlinch nevertheless treats his forms of life

in the same way as their l^Iittgensteinian counter-

parts, ês 'the given, what has to be accepted.r

This may be a defensible position when speaking

of forms of life of the trrlittgensteinian variety.

1 ISS p. 4L

2 Pr s23
3 'Is Religi-on a Form of Life?'

ical Quarterly Vol. 9 No 2
Americah Philosoph-W
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(!ütrat sort of justification could one give for
hoping?) Not for hoping that a particular thing

will happen, but for hoping. But not even all
the trIittgensteinian entities are obviously immune

from the requirement of justification. Certainl-y

one can question the justification of the form

of life and language game which constitutes pray-

irg, from within or without the religious tradiË-

ion, and even such a universal human institution
as promising invites debate as to its r¿orth from

various ethical positions.

It might of course be argued that as soon

as one begins to question a forrn of life of the

I^Iittgensteinian variety, in the sense of asking

whether it has a justification, one has ceased

to engage in that activity in the unreflective

manner required for it to count as a genuine form

of 1ife. 'Givenness" then becomes a defining char-

acteristic of a form of 1ife, rather thanfollow-

íng from any other of its features. Abandoning any

form of life which one sees as meaningfully chall-

enged is then quite consistent with the llittgen-

steinian positíon. Any meaningful challenge, of

course, would have to be grounded in other forms

of life, they being the only end points of justif-

ication. That Inlinch has to argue for the I given-

ness' of his forms of life, seems to indicate that
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the sort of entity to which he applies the title

'form of life' is a rather different sort of

entity to that described by Wittgenstein. I¡iinch

is saying something like: 'This is a form of

life, therefore it is given and you may not crit-
icLze it,' rather than, âs would appear to be the

case in the I'liËtgensteinian counterPart: rThere

is no way of asking meaningfully for further just-

ificaËion of this practice. Therefore it is 'given',
í.e. it is a form of life.'

l{inch's forms of life are rather Larger

cultural entities than l,üittgensteinrs. They are

bodies of activities united by coûrmon purposes
1and aims, - with their ovrrr conceptions of realítY ,'

and criteria of rationality.

'Generally, both ends sought and the means
employed in human life, so f.ar from gen-
erating forms of social activity, depend
for their very being on Lhose forms' J

Corresponding to each form of life in llinch's

sense is a 'universe of discours "' ,4 which is based

upon it, the language gaining its sense, âs in the

!üittgensËeinian counterpart, from the activities

]- ISS

2 UPS

3 ISS

4 UPS

40-2, p. 55

82

55

83

PP

p

p

p
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to which it is related. As with the relation

of trrlittgensteinian language games to forms of life,

Ëhe boundaries between forms of life impose bound'

aries between universes of discourse. In order

to understand the beliefs of any group, it is

necessary to understand the mode of discoursel in

which the beliefs are expressed. Moreover, since

acLions are identifiable as the actions they are

only if one has access to the concepts of the

agent, any attempt at explaining his actions must

presuppose access to his conceptual scheme. He

is not only claiming that to count as an action,

a piece of human behaviour must be the result of

some intention of the agent, he is also denying

that there is any account possible of what the

agenÈ does other than in terms of the concepts

available to him. 'Understanding concepts and

understanding forms of activity are not, Lhen, t\n7o

different things, but understanding the one is un-

derstanding Ehe other'2. So one can understand

what an activity is only by understanding how the

agents perceive it, and because their concepts

themselves determine how the agents behave, one can

explain what they do only in Ëerms of those concepts.

1 ISS p. 110

2 'Mr. Louch's Idea of a Social Sciencel
Vol 7' no 2 L964 p. 203.

Inquiry
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Any accepÈable account of the beliefs and

practices of another society requires that we

get inside their belief system in this way and we

can do this only if we share the activities or

forms of life with which their belíefs are bound

up. There are, according to !'Iinch, flo perspectives

ouËside of forms of life or universes of discourse

from which one can appraise forms of life.1 The

regularities observed by the social scientist are

not mere explanatory constructs imposed from out-

side, they are internal to his subjecË matter.

tAn event's character as an act of obedience

is intrinsic Ëo it in a way which is not true of an

' eventts character as a clap of thunder.'2 He thus

distinguishes between natural and social events.

l.le can have no knowledge of natural events which

is unmediated by concepts, but they exist indeP-

endently of any conception human beings have of

them. Social events, on the other hand, exist

only because human beings conceive of them in the

T¡ray they do.

l,linch's position involves a greât many

assumptions about the naËure of social science.

lüLrile I disagree wiEh him on many points in this

area, I don't intend to go into that particular

1 See e.g. his argument against Popper ISS p. L27.

2 ISS p. L25
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discussion here. My principal concern is with the

consequences of his view for Ëhe possibility of

translation between the languages of radically

different cultures.

lrlittgenstein' s ' forms of life I are not

bound up, except incidentally, with any particular

system of beliefs. But as I have pointed out above,

there are some of them, such as praying, which are

found only among people with a particular set of

beliefs. On the other hand, using the names of

colours is found in every human society of which

I am avrare. This does not entaíl that all societies

make the same divisions in the colour spectrum, only

that the practice of discriminating between things

according to their colour is widespread.

Inlinch's forms of life, however, seem nec-

essarily bound up with particular systems of be-
1

liefs,' and the consequence of this is that only

if two groups share large slabs of their beliefs

do Ehey share forms of 1ife. This has drastic con-

sequences for understanding other cultures. Accor-

ding to \nlinch, one can translate between languages

only if the language groups have forms of life in

1 The sense in which 'belief is to be taken is a
matter which is explicitly taken up by !üinch in
LBR. I shall comment upon his discussion of
Ëhis matter in the next section.
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cornrnoll, so it would appear Ëo be impossible to

arrive, by translation, ãt an understanding of

any beliefs and practices which differed markedly

from our o\dn.

tForms of life' in the lJinchian sense are

thus a very different sort of entity from their
!üittgensteinian counterparts. Whi1e, from the

examples l^Iittgenstein gives, his precise definition
of 'a form of lifet is open to some interpretation,
he does not appear to have been speaking of the

rather large scale cultural entities like science

and religion which !trinch describes as tforms of

life'. Hence, âDy properties of the trIittgenstein-

ian original will not necessarily be possessed by

their itlinchian counterparts . In particular, even

Íf there r^rere grounds for regarding llittgensteinian
forms of life as unive::sally entitled to Ëheir

status as 'given'; that their Inlinchian derivat-

ives should be so regarded in no way follows. The

consequence of allowing trlittgensteinian forms of

life this status is that we are unable to guestion

particular small categories of action. The con-

sequence of awarding it to l¡Iinchian forms of life
appears to be to deny the possibility of question-

ing quite. large, and, in some cases, far from gen-

erally accepted, categories of belief. Winch,
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however, has pointed in LBR to an equivocation on

Ëhe word 'beliefr which makes this consequence

appear rather less extreme than it does aÈ first
glance. I have dealt in detail wiËh this point

in Ch.2e,3 below. NeverËheless, it follows from

the divergence between I^Iinch's and I,[ittgenstein's
accounLs of forms of life that whaËever grounds

there are for treating I¡Iinch's forms of life as

'whaÈ has to be accepted' must be provided by hirn.
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CHAPTER TI,'IO: DISTINGUISFIING BETI,TEEN FORMS OF LIFE.

1. Criticism Forms of Life and Boundaries

I have so far been interpreting Inlinch as

being con¡critted Ëo the view that forms of life have

clear and distinct boundaries differentiating them

one from the other, such that the meaningfulness of
any utterance or other piece of behaviour is determ-

i:ned, by criteria which are unique to that form of

life Eo which it belongs, there being no criteria
of inËelligibility, logic, rationality or truth
which are either held in coîìmon between forms of

lífe or which are outside any.

He is quite explicit in his rejection of

the view that 'the rationality of human behaviour

comes to it from without' and is dependenË upon

'intellectual functions which operate according

Lo laws of their ovün and are, in principle, quite

independent of the particular forms of activity to

which they may nevertheless be applied.'1 and in
his endorsement of the view that there are no uni-
versal criteria of intelligibility. E.g. he says:

'the notion of intelligibility is systematically

1 ISS p. 54
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ambiguous ... its sense varies systematically

according to Ëhe particular context in which it
is being used. t 1

If criteria of truth, logic, rationality

and intelligibility are all rel-ative to the con^

text in which the relevant linguistic or other be-

haviour occurs, it is clearly of gteat importance

to be able to distinguish bet\^reen these contexts

(i.e. between forms of life) so as to know which

criteria are relevantly applicable. Moreover, it
would appear to follow that anyone not sharing a
particular form of life would find it impossible

to understand what r.rrent on within it, since he

would ipsofacto be excluded from grasping the

criteria of intelligibility which obtained within
it. However, not everything Ialinch wriËes on this
matter is thoroughly unambiguous. E.g. he says

'though Ëhere is no room for a dírect application
in our lives of what hre may learn when we study

Zande magical practices, this does not mean that
\,.re shall find no points of contact at all with elem-

ents familiar to us in our own cultural tradition.,2
There is certainly some tension . between this and

what he says a couple of pages laËer in the same

article: 'Not only do we have no use, in the lives

1

2

ISS
LBR

p. 18

p. 328
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vre lead, for notions like witchcraft and oracles,

but more strongly, Lhose lives seern to exclude

the possibility of any such ,rr.' . 
1 In Ëhe first

quotation he appears to acknowledge the possib-

ílity of making sense of at least parts of Azande

beliefs in our terms. In the second quotation he

appears to be assuming thaË our culture excludes

us from fully understanding Èhe most fundamental

Zande witchcraft beliefs .

2. Two forms of Understanding

. In order to overcome this tension he

makes a distinction between tr¡/o forms of under-
tstanding;- we understand mathematics, which has

many applications in our o\^in culture, in a dif fer-
ent way from that in which we understand Zande

witchcraft practices, which, according to l,rTinch,

have no application in our culture. Different

'criteria of understanding'3 apply Ëo ways of think-
ing which have applications in our lives from those

which do not. He emphasLzes that this is a díffer-
ence of kínd rather than of degree; it is nob:: just a

matter of being more familiar with one set of pract-

Íses or way of thinking.

1

2

3

LBR

LBR

LBR

p. 330
p. 328
p. 328
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The consequence of adopting this position

ís that he is able to a1low thaË anthropologists such

as Evans-Pritchard do understand the thought and

practice which they are studying, while at the same

time retaining for himself the possibility of crit-
LcLzLng them for applying criteria of truth, lat-
ionality and logic which are appropriate only to

beliefs and practices understood in the other sense.

The only difference which he makes clear beËween

these two forms of understanding is that one in-

volves the possibility of applying onets knowledge

and the other does not. If that is the decisive

difference between them, then it is hardly an illum-
inating one. The point. in dispute is whether vre can

understand the linguistic items, or make sense of be-

haviour vrithin cultures which are alien to us, using

the terms and concepts available to us from our o\^in

linguistic and cultural tradition, without hope-

lessly distortíng the former or classifying them in
grossly inappropriate h7ays.

I,Jinch!s distinction between forms of under-

standing doesn't ansvüer this quesËion, since he offers

no accounL of the form which understanding the alien

tradition takes. The overwhel-ming impression to

be gained from his account of meaning in ISS is that

utterances and behaviour gain significaflce only as

part of a form of life. It would appear to folLow
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that we can understand only those utterances or

items of behaviour which belong to, or are assoc-

iated with, forms of life in which we are involved.

But herel he is admitting the possibility of at

least some form of understanding of the language

or behaviour from forms of life which we do not

share. There would seem to be only two plausible

avenues for explaining how we arrive at such under-

standing:

1) Dírectly, because the items are shared by more

than one form of life into one of which we are

initiated or

2) By some kind of translation of the meaningful

elements between forms of life.

3. Translation between forms of life

If there is a form of understanding which

comes about by some kind of translation between

forms of life (and this appears to be the only plaus-

ible alternaEive ltinch has to acËual1-y sharing thern)

Ëhen a) trIinch gives no account of what it might be

like and b) if it exists he has not shown how it is
essentially different from the form of understanding

which one gains as a participant in a form of life.
It is difficult to see that any such reason could

be offered, since whatever 'translationl befween

forms of life consisted in would seem bound to be

1 LBR p. 328
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someËhing like pairing of the linguistic or be-

havioural item significant in one form of life with
an item significant in another, i.e. making the

utterance or behaviour 'understandable' within some

familiar form of life. Thus the other form of un-

derstanding, which \nlinch alleges is different in
kind, would appear not to be such after all.

Of course, !üinch may wish to dispute that

anything like translation is involved in arri-ving

at thÍs kind of understanding. That this rvould

be his approach might be inferred from his dis-
cussion of the possibility of translating mathemat*

ical statements into the language of a group who

have no knowledge of mathematics. I take up his
discussion of this matter in detail in the section

headed tTranslation! below. In that case I think
it behoves him to provide some alternative account

which is also compatible with the rest of his views

on forms of life.

4. Sharing of elements betrnreen forms of life

trIinch's position on the possibility of
making sense of ways of thinking or behaviour across

boundaries of forms of life is of some importance.

rf there are clearly defined boundaries between forms

of life, and corresponding limits to intelligibility,
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Ëhen some argument rnight be made ou¡ for the positíon

Ëhat beliefs hel-d true in one form of life are not

criËicisable according to the standards of another.

But Íf the boundaries overlap to greater or lesser

degree, then it is not at all obvious that standards

applicable to the one are not applicable to the

other. (Or even that there is any point in attempt-

ing to distinguish between them.)

He says that vre may find 'points of contactr

or 'elements familiar to usr in Zande beliefs and

practices. If he means by this that there are mean-

ingful elements Ín common between their and our

forms of life, then at one sl-roke he denies himself

the possibility of defendcùng. the uncritic|zability

of al-ien forms of life by any argument turning on

a holistic view of meaning.l If he hTere to adopt a

hol-istíc account of meaning then he could account

for two alleged forms of life having elements in

contrnon only by supposing they \dere Part of some larger

whole, hence not really different forms of life at all

Thus any criteria of rationality, truth etc. which

governed one vzould govern the other, both being part

of the same Larger whole. The alËernative is to

deny the holistic account of meaning and defend the

inapplicability of whatever criteria of rationality

etc. are in question from some other base.

I It is arguable that this is the most
interpreting Inlineh. See e. g. ISS pp.

lausible way of
9 & 55.

P
3
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One possibl-e version of \¡Iinchrs thesis is
Ëhe following.

1) ÍIhaE is intelligible is 1-imited by

the boundaries of forms of life.
2) Inle may criticize only what is in-

telligible.
3) No elements of alien forms of l-ife

are intelligíble to us.

Therefore \^/e may not criticize elements of alien

forms of life.

If the passage I have quoted on p, 23

about points of contact between forms of life is
open Ëo the interpretation that forms of life may

have elements in common, then l^trinch has abandoned

premise 3) which is an essential step in Ëhe just-
ification of the conclusion.

Even if he does not- admit this as a plaus-

ible interpretation, this particular passgge seems

to be inconsistent with other of his tenets. If
there are elements in al,ien forms of life which are

familiar to us, how is it that we perceive them to

be so? According to I,üinch, the notion of rsamenessr

only makes sense within a form of 1ife, so how can

he now admit that there are criteria for determining

sameness across boundaries of forms of life? The

admission that there are entails the total breakdown

of the view that forms of l-ife are each separate
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Systems, governed by their o!ün standards of truËh,

logic and rationality.

5. Denying the possibilíty of genuine understanding

If we accept lüinchrs account of Ëhe way in

which linguistic and behavioural items gain signi-

ficance, then it follows that understanding Zande

praetices j-nvol-ves being part of. a group who are

initiated into the same form of 1ife, sharing non-

linguistic actívities and agreeing in the rules

which determine the significance of any J-inguistic

or behavioural item. However, conceding this much

of his theory does not on its owrt entail that one

cannot, âs he claims,l carry on such a form of

life in contemporary England. That some, or even

the vast majority, of the population do noË com-

prehend what one is doing is not grounds for saying

thaË it is incompatible with 'the life it is open to

anyone to leadt or else any minority part of the

cul-Ëure would thereby lose significance.

He say3 that 'there is no place for any

"app1-ication" of. Zande magical beliefs and pract-

ices'2 in the life one may lead in contemporary

England. Therefore it foLlows, according to Illinch,

1

2

LBR

LBR
P. 327
p. 327
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thaÈ the interest of any anthropologist in studying

such beliefs and practices is other than to apply them

in his daily life. But how is it possible to decide

whether some set of beliefs or practices has an appli-
cation in our culture?

üIhat is it about 'the life which it is open

to anyone to lead ín contemporary Englandr that pro-

hibits one from properly applying Zande bel-iefs and

practices? It seems to be the fact that Ëhere is no

well entrenched manner of being inítiated into them.

In this irt contrasts with e.g. mathematics, for
learning which our culture provides a !well--estab-

lished and well-understood route. t1 But if it is
just a matter of there being a lroute' by which one

arrives at the particular item of knowledge, a set

of educational instítutions, vühy cantt \^re set up

institutions Ëo teach Zande witchcraft bef i,efs and

practices? If this is all that is lacking we can

easily provide it. However, if that is what Inlinch

means, then it is hard to see that he could sustain

the view that there is a difference in kind, rather
than degree, between our understanding of maËhematics

and our understanding of. Zande witchcraft. So it must

be the point about there being some vray of applying

the knowledge which is crucial to the distincLion
between the tÌ^ro forms of understanding; there must

1 LBR p. '827
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be some way of deciding whether a particular form of

life is applicable in a given culture,(i.e. whether

it is compatible with the traditions, practices, use

of language etc. in some society) . If forms of life
are self contained units, with their own críteria of

intelligibility, logic, rationality eEc., ês Irve

Ëaken !trinch to be saying, then it ís difficult to see

that the fact that any one of them was current in a

socÍety would exclude the possibility of any other

existing. Yet this seems to be just what \nlinch is

claiming. If so, then he must think there are inter-
connections between forms of life, so that what be-

l-íefs and practices are applicable within a culture

is dependent upon the totality of the traditions and

practices already current within it. To adopt such

a view would entail that the ultimate unit to be appeal-

ed to in deciding questions about intelligibility ís

the culÈure as a whol-e, rather than the entities l-ike

art, science, religion etc. which Vtrinch has explicitly
claimed fulfil this rôle.

The only alternative ground that I can see

available for Inlinch to adduce for the incompatibil--

ity of. Zande thought and practices with contemporary

EnglÍ.sh ones is that there is some kind of 1-ogical

exclusion betr¿een the tT¡7o. His remarks in LBR1 imply

that he finds this line of attack unacceptable, and

1 lBR p. 330
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since to use such a line of aËtack would entail ad-

miËting eiËher that there are l-ogical rules outside

forms of life (a view which he has elsewhere ex-
1plicitlyr denied), or that one can aPply standards

{.
of criteria of logic belonging in one form of l-ife

to other forms of life (which he has also explicitly
,denied'), I can only conclude that he is precluded

from using this line of argument.

** uk* **

The upshot of al-l this is that I find lüinchrs

account of 'understanding' hopelessly muddled. His

strongest line of thought is that to fully understand

a culËure one must be initiated into its forms of

life; yet in LBR he allows EhaE one can understand

r¿ithout the possibility of applyíng onets knor¿1edge,

i.e. without practising the form of life. Even if
rve accept that 'truet understanding requires practis-

ing the relevant form of life, it doesn't follow by

any principle which would appear acceptable to llinch

that belonging to any one form of life should exclude

one from belonging to any other, and hence undersËand-

ing ít ful1y, except insofar as this requires a certain

minimum number of individuals to provide the social-

checks he thinks essential.

l_

2

ISS

]SS

p. L26
p. 126
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So I canr t see ÈhaË he has any grounds for
saying that criticism of the beliefs of some group,

e.g. the Azande, by an anthropologist from a trrlesÈ-

ern scientific background is necessarily based on

lack of understanding. In Evans-Pritchardrs case,

that he participated fully in the practices of the

Azande and genuinely understood their beliefs is
not open to question. There must therefore be other

grounds for attacking his criticism of the ration-
ality of. Zande beliefs and practices. The difficulty
is to see how there could be any \^ray of reconciling

Ëhe possibility of understanding what goes on in an

alien form of life with the prohibition against
.applying one's familiar critical standards. The

distinction between the two forms of understanding

might do this; understanding in the weak sen.se

might be possible across the boundaries of forms of
life, without this entailing the applicability of'

critical standards across those boundaries. How-

ever, I think I have shown that this distinction
is not capable of being sustained and that the dist-
inction between forms of understanding is merely an

ad hoc device for avoiding this issue. lJinch is
therefore faced with a very real problem if he wishes

simultaneously to claim the possibility of under-

standing what goes on in alien forms of life and

condernn the application of our standards to them.
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6. Translation

Languages (1) & Languages (2)

The difference beËween two forms of l-ife
is highlighted by the question of translation.
!üÍnch draws attentionl Ëo two ways of distinguish-
ing beËween languages. Two languages are differ-
enË Ín the first sense (are different languages

(1)) if they differ merely in vocabulary and syntax.

T\'¿o languages are different in the second sense

(are dif ferent languages (2) ) if whaË is sai,d in
the first has no possible counterpart in the second,

because learning the second language requires not

only adding a few new words to the original language

(2) but rather involves learning a whole new system

of things to be expressed. Examples of different
languages (1) are French and English, of different
languages (2), the language of science and the lang-

uage of morals.

I do not endorse l,rlinch's modeL of meanitrg,

buË I see no need for the sake of thís thesis to take

a stand on any partic.ular model. Insofar as any

particular view is relevant, I will- discuss

it as it arises. For the moment, I shall discuss

the Ëopic in his terms, accepting that languages

may differ with respect- to the concepts or ideas for

L LBR pp. 326-7
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which they provide labels, or merely with respect

to the labels.

To count as a different language (2) re-
quires not just that Lhere be some expressions for
which no counÈerpart can be found in Ëhe original
but that the ideas which the new language (2) is
used to express belong to a quite different frame-

work, and are associated with quite different
activities from those expressed in the original.l

The general point is that distinguishing
between two languages (2) requires being able to
distinguish the sorts of activity with which they

are associated, and thís means having criteria
which will distinguish cases where failure of t,rans-

latabílity is due merely to the lack of a few con-

cepts in coûmon, from those where it is due to
there being a totally different activity going on.

7. Language and conceptual reduction

Translation between two languages (l) may

be effected without difficulty, but translation
between two different languages (2) is not possible.2

I

2

Inlinch makes a parallel point about what would
count a's a 'new ideat, on pp. I2L-3 of ISS, where
he says: tA nevr \¡,/ay of talking sufficiently imporE-
ant Ëo rank as a neT¡/ idea, implies a new set ofsocial relationships.'
LBR p. 327
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E. g. mathematics constitutes a discreËe language

(2) , and l,Iinch says : I one would hardly speak of

a tr:anslation of mathematics into well, what?r

The rhetorical question might well be altsv/-

ered: 'Logic". There is nothing obvLously wron E

about Ëhe programme of reducing mathematLcs to seL

theory. That it fails is not something which could

be seen at the outset as presupPosing a total mis-

understanding of the kind of activity mathematics is.
If I^linch were prepared to admit that the logicist
programme \^ras a plausible one, then he would pre-

sumably also wish to claim that the concepts êfll-

ployed in iË were in facÈ the same concepts as those

which occurred in mathematics. Thus the reduction of

mathematics to logic would not provide an example

of one system of concepts being made sense of in

terms of another, since Ëhe two allegedly different
systems of concepts were one and the same all along.

But admitting Ëhat would mean allowing

that what at first sight appeared to be dÍfferent
systems of concepts were not in fact so. Despite

apparent boundaries, the ultímate test of whether

there are two systems of concepts or one is whether

or noË a successful reduction takes place. But

that of course is question begging, since vre can only

decide w.hether a successfrl reduction has taken pLace

if we already know whether some concept or idea is

really ultimately irreducible, i.e. belongs to a
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different form of life. 0n the other hand, if he

thinks the logÍcist prograûme is not plausible,
he does so because he thinks that the concepËs

involved are ultimately different, and the whole

procedure is nonsensical (1ike trying to reduce
rcaËr to 'dogt). Any such example would presum-

ab1-y have to fit one or other of these models,

either being question begging or nonsensical_, so

nothing could count as evidence for the view that
one language (2) could be reduced to another.

8. Languages and forms of life

trtrhen we attempt to translate a 1-anguage,

such as that of the Azande, where there are vast
differences between what we believe and what they

believe, wê have to face differences between lang-
uages (2) as well as differences betroeen 1_anguages

(1) . I^Ihile there are large areas vúrere we share

kinds of activity with the Azande, and transration
is just between languages (l), there are other
areas where Zande activity has no counterparE in
the l,rlestern world, and to translate their corrês=
ponding beliefs into terms which we understand. r,¡ould

involve translating between two languages (2), (which

trrlinch sees as an impossibility). I take it that
the distinction between languages (2) is the same
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as that between universes of discourse to which

I have referred earlier, and that ultímatel-y the

distinction is groundecl in the boundaries between

the forms of life with which the languages (2)
-1

are associated.' It is because we lack the forms

of life with which the particular Zande language(2)

is associated that we find it impossible to make

good sense of it in our terms.

I.Iinchrs argument relies on our accepting

that there is analogy between Zande witchcraft and

mathematics. !üinch ""yr2 that someone from a tribe
with no kno¡n¡ledge of mathematics could find no r^ray

of translating mathematical statements into his
own language. If he wishes to understand what is
written in mathematics text-books, he will have to
learn mathematics. According to trrlinch, the English

anthropologist who wishes to understand Zande witch-
craft ís in 'a somewhat similar position. t 3

However, it is not possible simpl_y to graft
a tform of lifer such as Zande witchcraft on to ouï

existing culture. E.g. !trinch says: 'Not only do we

have no use, in the lives we lead, for notions like
witchcraft and oracles but, more strongly, these

lives seem to exclude the possibility of any such

ur..'4 He later on5 asserts that tThere is certainly

1 Though hlinch doesn't talk of tforms of life' in
the cours.e of LBR.

2 LBR pp. 326-7
3 LBR p. 327

4 LBR p. 330
5 LBR p. 330
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conflict between European and Zande modes of

thinking and even a sort of mutual exclusion. I

He appears to be allowing Ëhat there is some kind

of field of battle in'which Zande and trlestern modes

of thought might be vying for supremacy. BuL he

doesn't ailow that it is a proper question to ask

who is right, wê or the Azande. He thinks that to

ask such a questíon is like asking which is the

right game to play, baseball or cricket.l

In the first place, it doesnrt seem to me

that this l-atter question is a stupid one to ask.

There are criteria we might use to ans\^rer it which

could be seen as objective. E.g. we might evaluate

them according to the degree of physical fitness
promoted versus the number of injuries, or perhaps

according to the inËe1lectual invol-vement, or spect-

ator interest. While one is well avüare that such

questions are generally answered according to criteria
which might be judged rinternalr to the particular
game ín that they presuppose a commitment to it, it
doesn't necessarily follow Ehat they mlst. In the

second place, L don't think l,Tinch's analogy is an apt

one, indealing with an area where altogether differ-
enE criteria apply.

1 LBR p. 330
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9. Criticism and boundaries

The forms of life we have been considering

are unlike games in an.important respect. Vühile

the rules of a game are decided by initial- agree-

ment between the players, it is not Ëhe case ËhaË

all trules' of Zande witchcraft and ÏIestern science

are so decided. Ultimately, a decision on changing

the rules of cricket is decided by fiat, but scÍent-

isËs alter their methods according to what appear,

to them at leasË, to be objective criteria. Vtrhat is
at issue in the case of scientific theories is truËh

and faLs ity, not right o= rtorrg. 1 Further:more , t the

disagreement which I have with Winch (as do Trigg,

Jarvie etc.) is not one about whether the life which

.we live in the i,rlestern world, which incidentally in-
cludes the practice of science, is the right life to

live, but whether what l¡lestern science discovers,

i.e. the theories held true as a result of the pract-

ice of it, are true. The point at issue between

I,rÏinch and his opponents is whether some hrays of ex-

plaining what goes on in the world are more fruitful,
get us closer to reality,than others. The effect
of I,r7inch's reply is to deny the possibility of making

any comparisons.

Making a judgement about the rightness of

1 In saying this I am a\^rare tïrat I gloss over enorm-
ous issues in the philosophy of science.
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Zande versus Vüestern rmodes of thinking! woul-d be

forced on us, if I read trIinch correctly, if there

vrrere some question of our rmode of thinking! contra-

dicting Zande modes of thinking.l

I can make sense of particular statements

being held to contradict each other, but I am not

sure quite what it would mean for two lmodes of

thinkingt to contradict each other. Perhaps they

mighË do so if rules of inference held valid in one

vüere ruled invalid in Ehe other, oÍ if statements

heLd true in one !üere held false in the other. How-

ever, since I,Jinch has been at pains to point out the

distínction between what belongs to the grammar of a

Language and what to belief, it seems against the spirit
of his position to allow that either of Ehese could

be essential parts of modes of thought. trlhat I think

he is getting ât, is that Èhe aims and purposes

of forms of life are internal to them, in the same

way as the rules of a game axe, and that one cannot,

Ëherefore, talk about them (i.e. the aims) contradict-

ing each other, since this would make sense only in some

broader context, a context which VJinch says does not

exist. Zande 'modes of thinkingt could Ëhus not be

seen as contradicting ours, since they arenrt either
dealing with the same subject matter, or aËtempting

the same goals.

l- See LBR p. 330
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In spite of his disclaimers, iË becomes cl_ear at
this point that i,rlinch's posiËion entails the im-

possibility of any outsider ever contradicting any

of the basic beliefs of followers of a different
form of life. This is not because commiËment to
some belief entails the impossibility of under-

standing its denial; this he explicitl_y rejects.
Rather it is due to the fact that he regards as

genuine criËicism only that which is couched in the

Ëerms of the form of life which is being criticized..
Hence, contradicting or criticizing a belief from

a position outside of the form of life to which

it belongs is an impossibility.

Since there is no !independently intellig-
ible notion of reality'1, there is no coutrnon ranguage

ín which we may make criticisms of substantive be-

liefs of followers of different forms of life. But

in order to preclude criticism \^re must have clear
criteria for distinguishing between forms of life,
otherwise failure of translation or incoherence in
translation (which I^linch views as evidence of in-
appropriate identifications across the boundaries

of forms of life) are indistinguishable from cases

where failure or incoherence is due to some defect
in the original material. rt is my contention that
!'Iinch has no such criteria.

I LBR p. 331
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Winch's practice is to consËrue all inchher-

ence imputed to the translated by the translator as

due to one of two causes. The first of these is:
'misleading grammatical analogier' .1 He says: '\nre

may well run into incoherencies, but this is so f.ar

no argument for the conclusion that their proper

application in Ëheir native setting has anything

incoherent about irt.'2 This insistence on disre-
garding íncoherencies entails that it is impossib-

le to discover that any other language group is
ever guilty of irrational behaviour or committed

to irrational or incoherent beliefs.

This, hohrever, is only the first point at
which lJinch sees the investigator as improperly

reading confusion back into the language he is try-
ing to translate. He does allow that people have

confused, irrational- or superstitious beliefs; but

these appear only to be conceivable as individual
aberrations, since he counsels the investigator to:
'be wary of reading such confusions'3(i... crazy

beliefs held by individual language speakers) !back

into the granrmar of the mode of thinking he is
trying to understand for it is only against the

background of that granìnar that what is confused

can be distinguished. from what is not.'4 V,linch's

1

2

3

4

LBR

LBR

LBR

LBR

p. 330
p. 330

p. 330

p. 335
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principal motivation appears to be to defend

alien modes of thought from the charge of incoher-

ence, from wherever it may spring, to adopt, ês

ErnesË Gellner puts it 'a principle of invariably
benevolenÈ interpretation. t 1

Ei-ther:

Or:

This defence can Ëake one of Ewo forms.

1) to presuppose that word for word Ërans-

lation has been carried on correctly
and that what appears incoherent to us

(e.g. is contradictory) is quite accept-

able to the people whose language is
being translated since they accept a

different logic.
2) to suppose that the people whose language

is being translated accept our logic but

that there has been some mismatching of
terms in the translation, resulting in a

logical or semantical confusion.

llhether the first of these options is a poss-

ible one I take up in chapËers 3 and 4. Gellner's
title 'principle of invariably benevolent inter-
pretationr more properly refers to the second. His

1- 'The New Idealism - Cause and Meaning in the
Social Sciences' in Gellner E. Cause and Meaning
in the Social Sciences (London: Routledge & Kegan
Paul , L973), (hereafter N. I. ) p . 69.
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objection to this principle, and one which I en-

dorse, is that it conflicts with the actual, and

ít would appear, jusËifiable pracEice of social
scientists in attributing contradictory beliefs
to foreigners (or indeed groups within our ovrn

1society). - I.riinch's principlb would entail that
it was impossible ever to discover the existence

of I important social phenomena such as the social
use of absurdity, ambiguity etc.'2 Gellner cites
in support of his position a highly plausible ex-

ample of the use of incoherence for social effect,
namely the Roman Catholic doctrine of transsub-

sÈantiation. He points ouË3 Ëhat attempted tde-

mystification' of this doctrine, by theologians

urging that the bread and wine used in the Mass

are merely symbols rather than the actual body and

blood of Christ, has been resisted not only by the

untutored peasanEry, but by the Pope himself, whose

authority as a spokesman on interpretation in that
form of life can hardly be questioned. Since this
case involves none of the dÍfficulties associated

with cross-cu1tural examples, the apparent incoher-

ence must surely be regarded as internal to the form

of life, rather than as coming about as the result
of the imposition of 'misleading grarnmatical analog-

ies I from outside or the accidental reading back

lNI
2NI
3NI

pp. 69-70
p. 70

pp. 63-4 and p. 70
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into the language of incoherent beliefs held by

an índividual. The importance of seeing Ëhis is

that Ëhe occurrence of incoherence in translation

no longer functions as a sign that we are tres-
passing into another language (2), but might just

as well be seen as the result of using terms in

the same language (2) to yield certain social

effects.

!ilhat does iË mean Ëo say thaË: rit is only

against the background of the grammar that r,rhat is

confused can be disEinguished from what is not.'l?
!üínch might merely be saying that one must be sure

of Ëhe meanings of terms before one can say what

counts as a contradiction. E.g. one must know that
rX is a bachelor' contradicts 'X is marríed' before

one is ahTare that Ëhere is any incoherence in saying

'X is a married bachelor.'2 However, he may be saying

something stronger. Indeed he has been interpreted3

as arguing for Ëhe view that standards of logic

are relative to forms of life.

lüinch goes into most detail on this problem

when considering the way in which the Azande react

to an apparent contradiction in their beliefs. It

1 LBR p. 335

2 Lukes S. 'Some Problems about Rationality' in
trrTilson B. R. (ed. ) Rationality p. 21-0 (Oxford:
Basil Blackwell, L970) (hereafter SPR)

3 E.g. by Lukes and Hollis
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has been pointed out by Evans-Pritchardl that the

Azande are simultaneously committed to these tr¡/o

views: 1) that witchcraft substance is inherited

through the male líne and 2) not all members of

Ëheir tribe are witches. IE is also the case that

all members of the tribe are related Ëhrough the

male line, such that if witchcraft substance is

inherited in the way described, if some members of

the tribe are witches, then all are.

l,Iinch thinks that Evans-Pritchard's imput-

ation that the Azande are conrnitted to a contra-

dictory belief is not proper. He says that Evans-

Pritchard is rpushíng Zande Ehoughtwhere it would

not naturally go'.2 What Evans=Pritchard in fact
says on the subject is that: lAzande do not perceive

the contradiction as \,üe perceive it because they

have no theoretical interest in the subject, and

those siËuaËions in which they express their be-

lief in witchcraft do not force the problem upon

Èhem. '3 Nothing Evans-Pritchard says seem to just-
ify Inlinch's position in relation to Zande beliefs
in this matter. !trinch thinks that the f act that

the Azande take no notÍce of a contradiction in
their beliefs should be grounds, oD our part, for

1 Evans-Pritchard E. E. Inlitchcraf t Oracles and Ma lc
among the Azande (Oxford:Clarendon L937 ) p. 24 (I^TO&I'1)

UPS p. 93

I4I,0&M
2

3 p. 25
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treating the alleged contradiction differently
from the way in which we would Ereat an apparent

conËradiction arising in one of our own 'forms

of life'. It would not, in particular, be seen

as grounds for assessing Ëheir beliefs as irrat-
ional. I take it thaË it is this sort of thing

to which he is drawing attention in LBR when he

points out to the investigator that iL is only

against the background of the grafltmar of the mode

of thought that we can tell what counts as con-

fusion. Evans-Pritchard' s account stressed tr¡ro

things.

1) that the siEuations in which they express

their belief don't press the problem upon

them.

2) They have no theoretical interest in the

matËer.

Neither of these appears to give any theor-

etical justification for treating their tolerance

of contradictions any differently from the way in
which we would treat such a situation in our orürt

society. hrhat appears to be happening is that the

Azande are avoiding taking note of this feature of
their beliefs, and vre may account for this just as

plausibly by pointing out their strong psycholog-

ical grounds for retaining commitment to their
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belief system, as by supposíng Ëhat different

logical criteria shoulcl apply to them.l I do

not mean to imply here, thaE nothing could be

evidence that an alien groups r^rere cornmitted to

logical standards different from ours, indeed I

argue in detail below that this þ po"sib1e,

but I do not think that inlinch has shown that this

is the case with the Azande, and even if it T^7ere,

it would not follow that no external criticism.

of their system was possible, which is what !trinch

thinks follows. If the method of deciding whether

someone is operating according to different logical

criteria is simply that they take no notice when

contradictions aríse, then Inlinchrs thesis would be

a trivial one indeed because there would be no way

of distinguishing differences in logical systems

from abuses of 'our' ryrtem.

The case of logic is an instance of a more

general problem relating to distinguishi-ng between

forms of life. At its crudest it might be argued

that any difference in opinion might be accounted

for by appealing to a difference in form of life.
At the very least, Itlinch's account of forms of life

I This positi.on is discussed in some detail by
Barry Maund in 'Rationality of Belief - Inter-
cultural Comparisons' in Benn S.I. & Mortimore
G.l^I. (eds. ) Rationality and the Social Sciences
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1976) pp.34-57.
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makes incomprehensible what might otherwise be seen

as some of the most important debates j-n history,
The Victorians need noÈ have bothered about Darwin's

theory of evolution, since it does noË really con-

tradict any Christian belief. That many of Ehem

thought that it did, and that many fundamentalists

to this day deny the truth of the theory of evolut-
ion shows them, in inlinch's eyes, to be massively

misEaken about their own beliefs. They see as a
relevant challenge to their beliefs something which,

according to Winch,has no bearing on them whatso-

ever. That is very strange indeed; surely they,

as the initiates in that form of life should be

the authorities on what counts as criticism of it.
I echo Ernest Gellner on this point: tIf whole

societies believe that what they believed in the

past is profoundly absurd, then l,r7inch, who is
committed to excluding the possibility of a whole

society being virong in its belief , is caught out,

either vray: either - the pagans r^rere \¡rrong, or

the Christians hTere (in supposing the pagans to be

wrong); either the pre-Reformation Church vüas vrrong,

or the Reformers vrere, in supposing i! to be lsrong;

either those addicted to superstition \^zere v/rong;

or the rationalists r/vere wrong One way or Ëhe

other, someone must be wrong. ,l

t NI p.6L
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10. Against the Possibility of Distinguishing
Between Forms of Life

I see the problem of distinguishing between

forms of life as absolutely crucial to l,rlinch's pos-

ition. Only if he can sustain the position that

Ëhere are clear boundaries between forms of life can

it be in any T,üay justifiable to prohibit the sorts

of activities which he thinks illegitimate, such as

criticism of beliefs formulated in one language (2)

according to criteria formulated in another. Fur-

thermore, only if he can show familiar examples where

these clear boundaries exist is it plausible to
accept thaË the kinds of incoherence or irration*
ality which appear in our versions of alien dis-

course should be accounted for as resulting from

differences ín conceptual scheme raËher than as

reflecting some basic incoherence in the original.

If forms of life r,.rere in fact fairly well

separated from each other, by, for example, geo-

graphical or historical boundaries, and were

roughly comparable from the point of view of their

cognitive po\'rer, then the f act that we had no crit-

eria.internal to them for distinguishing between

them would be of little practical import. The facE

of their discreteness, would, however, pr:ovide no
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philosophically important grounds for refrain-
ing from criticism across the boundaries. More-

over, âs Ernest Gellner points out,1 even in a

world such as this, that there should exist a

world such as ours, with overlapping and inter-
connected forms of life, would still be a poss-

ibility, and l¡linch!s position, while being accepE-

able for all practical purposes, would still not

be unequivocally justified. The fact that discrete

entities could be identified would not of itself
entail the impossibility that there mÍght be an

overlap between them. Hence the fact of separat-

ion provides no grounds for supposing that the

separation is due to important philosophical crit-
eria rather than being an accident of geography

or history.

Failure to provide criteria for distinguish-

ing between forms of life would entail that all
rival systems of distinguishing between forms of

life hTere equally tenable; hence any particular
prohibition of criticism of a form of life, by

trrlinch, would be open to challenge. More strongly,

if it could be shown that there \¡rere no possibil-
íty of distinguishing between forms of 1ife, by

showing that the rules, or criteria, required to

do so 'could not be formulated, then I,rIinch's entire
position would collapse.

I NI pp. 65-66
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Inlhere l,üinch offers examples of forms of
1life,t he takes it as understood that we know

how to identify what does and what does not belong

to any particular one. I donrt mean to imply by

this that he thinks we are all a\irare which forms

of life we are involved in and are able Lo circum-

scribe their boundaries, only that we automatically

apply only those rules which are relevant to the

particular item of discourse or behaviour in quest-

ion. That any individual should fail to do this
would noÈ, I suppose, be an insuperable problem for
trrlinch's position. He would take it as evidence

merely of the failure of Ëhat individual to under-

stand fully whaÈ he was doing or saying. I take

it that this is the essence of his critique of Ehe

activities of social scientists in ISS. However,

if such failures involved having to make the assumpt-

ion thaË large sections, ot even the whole, of soc-

iety \^rere mistaken about where the boundarie.s l.y,
it would be an entirely different matter, and

constitute a serious threat to his theory.

trühat Ëhen are lrlinchrs criteria for quali-
fying as a bona fide form of life? I^Ihile he does

noL explicitly set them out, it would seem just-
ifiable to include at least: 1) that the entity

1 e.g. ISS p.4L
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be rule governed (in the sense of lrule' whích I

have discussed earlier)

2) that it be a well-

established part of the fabric of the society in

which it occurs.

These two, however, are not sufficient,

since he denies siatus as a form of l-ife to entit-

ies which wou1d, clearly satisfy them. For example,

he discounËs some bodies of activity as having the

appropriaEe status because they are 'parasitict on

other genuine forms of life.l ThÍs is the case,

for example, with black magic as is practised in

our society, which is intelligible only if under-

stood as a parody of what goes on in Christian-

ity. The reason why T¡re must accord full staLus as

a form of life to Zande witchcraft on the other

hand, is that it is: 'one of the principle found-

ations of their whole social life' , and in this is

unlike black magic in our o!'rn society which can be

understood only as a'perverslron'2 of Christian
practices which play this 'foundational'sorË of
rôle in our society.

At what point it becomes necessary to re-
classify a body of activity as a form of life is

I
2

UPS

UPS

P. 84

pp. B3-4
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unclear. No doubt Voodoo in Haiti grevr up partly
as a'perversion' of Christian practices, but for

those who practise it, it is nevertheless one of

the principle foundations of their lives.1 Such

criteria are therefore, ãt the very least, diff-
icult to apply.

Decíding where to draw the boundaries

beËween forms of life is quite crucial if I,rrinch

is to use tal-k about forms of life as the basis

of an argument against usíng critería appropriate

Ëo one sort of activity in criticism of others.

However, even if we \iüere to grant the possib-

.ílity of distinguishing between forms of life,
it is not obvious that this alone would be suff-
iciant t.o justify the prohibition of criticism.
Ernest Gellner points out that in the case of aE

least one of the enËities which Inlinch explicitly
cites as an example of a form of 1ife, criticism
of other forms of life is an essential element.

This is the case with the Christian religion, in
which missi,onary activities, active attempts at

converting people from what are regarded as mis-

guided views , are an essenLiaL part.2 One could

not be said to have properly espoused ChrisËianity

I

1 Lucy Mair says of Voodoo
feld and Nicholson L969,
simply a folk religion'.

2 NT. p. 62

( in Lrli tchcraf t, I,rlei den-
p. 235) that it is
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unless one accepted this element of it, that it

is the true faith and all other doctrines are to

be judged in the light of it. How can Inlinch sim-

ultaneously assert that religion is a form of life

and deny the possibility of criticizing other forms

of life aecording to its standards? Furthermore,

crLtLcizing one form of life from the point of view

of another is a practice which is widely indulged

in. It ís engaged in by historians, sociologists

eËc. to name but a few. If science is to count as

a form of life in its own right, then why not hist-

ory or sociology? As John Kekes poí.nts out with

r.egard to criticism of one form of life from the

point of view of another:

tThere is nothing to stoP one from

thinking of this absurd, nonsensical,

philistine activity as being a form of

1ife.'1

That not just a few, but substantial numbers

of the population fail to see their criticism of one

form of life from the point of view of another as

improper or absurd consLitutes some grounds for

supposing that \,rÏinch is mistaken. IIis failure to

take Ëhis into account seems inconsistent with the

1 'Towards a Theory of Rationalityr
of the Social Sciences Vol. 3,

in Philosophy
L973 p. 279
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deference he elsewhere exhibits towards the manner

in which social groups perceive of their activit-

ies. For instance, he takes the fact that the Zande

do not treat a particular belief as a hypothesis

as grounds for not so treating it.1 Historians

are given no such privileged status. Tt is diff-

icult not to view I'Iinch as interpreting cases in

such a way as to be favourable to his position,

rather than in Ëhe 1íght of any general principles.

I daresay Winch would reply Èo this line

of argument that he is perfectly well a\'^7are of the

f.act that anthropologists, historians eË. a1 . en-

gage in such practices. It was, afiuet all, his

purpose in ISS to point out precisely what he

thought \^ras v/rong with their doing it. The point,

however, is that l¡Iinch has failed to produce any

criteria which will show definitevly that the way

of life of a historian or sociologist can't be

granted the same status as thaE of a Zande tribes-

man, as a genuine form of life.

If they \¡iere to be granted such status,

then it is not obvious why they should not invol-ve,

as an ess'ential element, criticism of one form of

1 UPS p. BB
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lÍfe from Lhe point of vier¿ of anoËher. Making

prohibition against criticism of oËher forms of

Life a defining characLeristic of something being

a form of l-ife coul-d not, because of Lhe obvious

circularity, solve Ëhis probl-em.
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CHAPTER THREE: UNIVERSAL CRITERIA OF TRUTH.

1. Antirelativist arsuments.

Various authors have argued that l,rÏinch

is committed to the view that truth, logic and

rationality are all relative to culture or form

of life, usually citing in support of their
position such passages as the following:

'criteria of logic are not a direct gift
of God, but arise out of, and are only
intelligible in the context of, Ways of
living or modes of social life! . r

Oire prominent line of criticism of this
view is based on what might be called a transcend-

ental argument, which goes roughly thus:

1-) Translation is only possible on the assumption

of shared, non relative criteria of truth, l-ogic

and rationality.
2) Translation occurs.

Therefore there exist shared, non relative criLeria
of truth, logic and rationality. An argument along

I ISS p. 100. This passage occurs in the context
of a discussion of logical and illogical actions,
as these terms are used by Pareto. This usage is
broader than that of formal logical validity, mean-
ing some.thing more like 'rationality' .
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these lines is put fo:r,sard in seøeral places by

Steven Lukes, l and in a somewhat modified form

by Martin Hol1is,2 and Roger Trigg.3

NeiËher Lukes nor Hollis is quite explicit
enough abouË what he takes I,rlinch's position to be,

making it difficult to decide whether they have

misinterpreted him in the manner to which he draws

attention in LBR.4 Lukes says that he is address-

ing himself to the question: 'trrlhat for society S

5are the criteria of rationality in general?r and

I Versions of Lukes' argument appear in SPR and also
in 'On the Social Determination of Truth' (here-
afËer SDT) in Horton R. and Finnegan R (eds. )
Modes of Thought: Essays on Thinking in Inlestern
and Non-Inlestern Societies. pp. 230-248 (London:

Faber and Faber L973) and 'Relativism: Cognitive
and l4oral'The Aristotelian SocieLy: Supplementary
Volume Vol 48, L974 pp. 165-189

2 In.'The Limits of Irrationality' (hereafter LI)
ín !trilson B. (ed.) Rationality pp. 2L4-220, and

in 'Reason and Ritual' (hereafter R&R) ibid. pp.
22L-239, 'l,rlitchcraft and \rlinchcraft' Philosophy of
the Social Sciences Vol 2 ,L972 pp. 89- 103 , and

Models of Man: Philosophical Thoughts on Social
Agtion (Cambridge : Cambridge University Press,
L977) (Hereafter M of M)

3 Reason and Commitment (Cambri dge: Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, L973) pp. L57-L66.

4 Discussed in the previous chapter.

5 SPR p. 208
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is opposing lJinch in so far as he, triinch, appears

to be saying that general criteria of rationality

are not universal but culture dependent.l It is

not clear, hornrever, quite whaE Lukes takes cult-

ure dependence to consist in. I intend to look

at the arguments put for¡n¡ard by Lukes and Hollis

wíth the aim of deciding whether they indeed con-

stÍtute grounds for the conclusion Lukes says he

is driving at: to show that ltrinch is wrong in

saying that the ans\^rer to the question !trfhat for

society S are the criteria of rationality ín gen-

eral?' is 'culture dependent', or rat least vüe

could never know if he \^7ere right; indeed we can-

not even conceive what it could be for him to be

right.' 2

Lukes' aim is confused: he may mean that

he is attempting to show that it is logically im-

possible for any society to have alt.ernative crit-
eria of rationality to those alleged1y espoused by

us. He may mean that, even if it is a logical
possibility, it would be impossible for us to dis-
cover that they did. Adopting the latter position
would not entail that iË was impossible that other

societies adopted alternative criteria of ration-

I
2

SPR

SPR

p. 208
pp. 208-9
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ality, but it would entail that it was impossible

for us to have good grounds to believe that they

did. The epistemological argument is therefore

difficult to distinguish in end result, from the

one concerning logical possibility.

2. Lukes on Criteria of Rationality

Lukes mainËains that 'some criteria of
rationality are universal, i.e. relevantly applic-
able to all beliefs, in any context He

takes 'criterion of rationality to mean ta rule
specifying what would count as a reason for be-

Ieaving something (or acting) '2 and distinguishes

l_ SPR p. 208. He allows that there are context de-
pendent criteria as well (rational (2) criteria)
but argues that these are parasitic on the rat-
ional (1) criteria. If he is to be consistent
on this point, since he allows that rational (2)
críteria may violate rational (1) crite::ia, he
must mean that sentences which breach rational
(1) criteria are meaningful at a different 1evel
from those which conform to them. E.g. n?^S"t
mean, to borrow Austinrs terminology, that^liave
something like illocutionary force, by virtue
of their blatant disregard for the standard con-
ventions.

2 SPR p. 208 (nore)
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Three sorts of universal, or in this terminolog)', rational
(1)criterÍa,namely criteria of ' truth(as correspondence

to reality),pnil logic'1 and a third category which he intro-
duces on pp. 170-I7L of RCM and cal-ls 'criteria of ration-
ality','specifically, principles specifying what counts as

a good reason for believing something.! I shall limit my

discussÍon to the first two of these, since they are more

explicitly defended by Lukes. Lukes' argument for univers-

al criteria of truth and logic appears in its most succinct

form on pp. 238-9 of S.D.T., and since it contains the

seeds of numerous arguments to be considered in this and

the following chapter, I sha1l quote it in full.
'...in the first place, the existence of a coÍrmon real-
íty^is a necessary precondition of our understanding
GtsZ language. Though we need not agree about all 'the

. facts' , the members of G must have our distinction bet-
T¡reen truth and falsity as applied to a shared reality if
r,t7e are to understand their language , for if, per imposs-
ibile, they did not, wê and they would be
agree about the successful identification

unable even to
of public, spat-

io-temporally located objects. Moreover, any group which
engages in successful prediction must presuppose a gi-ven
reality, since there must be (independent) events to pre-
dict. Thus, if we can in principle learn G's language
(and they ours) and we know that they engage in success-
ful prediction, then we and they share a common and in-
dependent reality.

Secondly, G'" language must have operable 1og-
ical rules and noË all of these can be pure matters
of convention. Inlinch states that 'logical relations bet-
\^reen propositions depend on social relations between
men.' Does this imply that the concept of negation and
the laws of identity and non-contradiction need not
operate in G's language? If. so, then it must be mistak-
êD, for if Ehe members of G do not possess even these,
how could we ever understand their thought, their infer-
ences and their arguments? Could t-hey even be credited
with the possibility of inferring, arguing or even think-
ing? f f , for example, they \,üere unable to see

1 SPR

2 Gis
p. 2L0

a group of people
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that the truth of p excludes the truth of its
denial, how could they ever communicate truths
to one another or reason from them to other
truths ?

I conclude that if G has a language in
which it expresses its beliefs, ì't must, mini-
mally, possäss criteria of truth(as ggrrgspond-
ence to a common and independent -reality) and
logic - which are not and cannot be context-
dependent. I

The strongest statement of Lukes' conclus-

ion from his argument quoted above occurs in p.L7L

of R.C.M. where he says

'I claim that there are conditions of truth,
rules of logic and criteria of rationality
which are uñiversal and fundamental. They
are universal, in Lhat they exist and are

them in general,

parasitic upon them.'

Lukes' aims, âs I have already pointed out, are

unclear. He is also unclear as to what entities

his rational (1) criteria apply to; utterances,

sentences, beliefs or even actions. There' aTe

obviously many clarifications and amplifications
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which might be made of his arguments, but since

more meaty versions of the interesting arguments

which he introduces can be found e1-sewhere, I shall
use his formulation as a point of departure and

endeavour to shed light on the issues he raises via
the discussion of other authors.

3. Hollis'Argument.

IÈ is necessary to get clear just what

is required for it to be possible that we under-

stand a language. 'Understanding' may mean,

'making sense of in our terms' i.e. translating,
but it may also mean simply 'getting to know the

meaning of', leaving it open whether or not this
is done via translation. trrle may come directly to

understand a novel concept, by learning how it re-
lates to the world.

Martin Hollis reinterprets Lukes' argu-
1ment,' placing emphasis on the idea of 'understand-

ing' as translation. He sees the tEnquirer' making

an investigation of the practíces and beliefs of
another society as needing to make certain a priori
assumptions:

I In LI, R6rR and M of M.
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a) That the natives perceive more or less what

he perceives and, b) That they say about it more

or less what he would say. a) is justified, in

Hollis' opinion, by appealing to the consideration

that translating the utterances of the foreigners

presupposes the possibility of pairing utterances

in the foreign language with English sentences

uttered in relevantly similar circunstances.

'he (the anthropologist) needs a c
utterances whose situation of use
ify. These situationsof use can a
be specified either as he himself
them or as the natives perceive th
seems the two specifications might
ent. But, if he has Lo allow for
ibility he cannot begin at all'l

1a
he
pp
pe
em

b
rh

ss of
can spec-

arently
rceives
and it

e differ-
is poss-

This doesn't mean, I take it, that we

could never have grounds for believing that their
perceptions rlrere different from ours. Failure to

discriminate between, sây, red and green objects,

even where this entailed some adverse outcome,

would surely be grounds for assuming they vüere

colourblind, rather than for assuming that in
Ëhis case , unlike all others, the adverse conse-

quËnce was acceptable to them. And surely a sim-

ilar case could be made out for the possibility

of discovering that anoÈher group vrere more per-

ceptually acute, or had some range or type of
perceptual awareness outside of ours. 'If, for

LI p. 2L4
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example, they r^rere able to pick an object, secretly

marked by us, from others which we regarded as Per-

ceptually indistinguishable, and did this con-

sistenLly over repeated trials, then surely it
would conclude that there was some feature of which

they vüere aware in virtue of which they r^7ere able

to perform the feat. Such cases, it seems to me,

can't be excluded a priori, but this doesn't touch

Hollis' general poinË that we can only describe

the conditions of use of the native expressions

as r^7e perceive them, although we may be able to

add to this description by the use of certain scien-

tific instruments which discriminate more finely
than we do, or over a broader range of stimuli.
Moreover, even these casescan only l-re put forward

in the context of a general assumpLion of simil-
arLty in perceptions, since we can only isolate the

areas where we differ against a background of coTlrmon

assumptions. The tests for identifying them rely
or1 this. If everything varied, there would be no

way of pinpointing differences. However, this does

not mean that there are any assumptions which are

totally unquestionable.

If we beg:'-n by making the assumption that

the for:eigners' perceptual experience is utterly
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unlike ours, and interpreÈ all subsequent ob-

servations of their behaviour in this light,
then obviously we will get nowhere towards Eransl-

ating their perceptual talk (if they have any)

into terms which we understand. If we begin with

the alternative assumption Lhat they perceive

more or less what we do, then, againsË this back-

ground, wê can canvass the view that one possible

cause of failure of communication is difference

in perception. I¡lhat methods would be relevant to

isolating the failure as due to Ëhis cause would

of course be dependent on the particular case.

trrrhere failure of communication was total, it would

be impossible to determine whether this was due to

difference in perception or some other cause, be-'

cause of the impossibility of asking the questions

relevant to isolating the differen"". l

The alternative is Lo suppose that nothing

aË all could count as evidence of difference in
perception, and to assert that would be to advance

criteria for translation into an alien language

which ruled out possibilities we know Lo exist

within our or^rn culture. Hollis' point, however,

I See e.g. Campbell D. 'Distinguishing Differences
in Perception from failure of Communication in
Cross Cultural SLudies', in Northrop F.S.C. and

Livingston H.H. '(eds. ) Cross-cultural Understand-
ing: Epj-stemology in Anthropology (New York:Ha
er and Ror,,¡, L964)

rp-
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is that we can make no advance towards uncovering

the beliefs of the foreigners unless \^re begin

with some initial assumptions. The only way for
Ëhe investigator to gain access to the experience

of the foreigners is by 'interpreting behaviour and

utterance... If he had to get at the phenomena

before he could inEerpret and had to interpret
before he could get at the phenomena, there would

be no way into the circle. n I The method Hollis
suggests for breaking into the circle is via a

'bridgehead' which relates utterances in the for-

eign language to sentences of English. His prec-

ise account of the nature of the bridgehead chang*

es from its int::oduction in LI p. 215 where he says

that it is a tset of utterances' which t serve to

define standard meanings for native termst to his

account in M of M p. 147 where he talks of it as

'definitive interpretations of enough terms2 to

restrict possible renderings of othersr .

One can pair foreign terms with Bnglish

ones only by analysing below the level of sent-

ences, and he gives no account of how this may be

done. Moreover, the redefinition in M of M does

nothing to dispel Ëhe problem of the manner in

1 MofM p.L47
2 my emphasis
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which the terms are extracted from the sentences.

His account , ãt this point, bears close similarities
to y.V.O. Quine's account of radical tïanslation,l
but whereas Quine's translator resorts to analyt-

ical hypotheses about the pairing of English and

foreign terms, Hollis sees his bridgehead as defin-

ing standard meanings for native terms in an un-

complicated and nonarbiErary fashion. The a

priori assumptions upon which the bridgehead is
based apparently eliminate, in Hollist eyes, all
the problems of lhe indeterminacy of translation
to which Quine has drawn attention. To go into
'this discussion in detail is beyond the scope of

the thesis, requiring, as it does, a detailed dis-

cussion of Quine's theory, so I shal1 leave iË at
4

this point L and return to issue of the principles

upon which HolLis' bridgehead is based.

In LI, he says that 'no successful trans-

lation can destroy his bridgehead, since all later
translations depend on its being s.crr=e'.3 This

unassailability is due to the impossibility of

adducing any rival perceptual evídence on which

I Quíne's account is given e.g. in ch. 2 of l^Iord

and Object (Cambridge, Mass. : The MIT Press,
1960) (Hereaf ter I^I&O)

2 Further cormnents on indeterminacy can be found in
the next chapter.

3 LI p. 2L5
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to base an alternative identification of sentences

(or if we take the M of M formulation, terms). How-

ever, he admits later that the bridgehead is_ revisable,

since if a translation based upon it yields an Eng-

lish sentence we would regard as toutrageo,rr'1 this

is grounds for assigning that utterance another

meaning. Itlhether such an assignment requires re-

vision of Èhe bridgehead utterances or terms of

course depends upon how much slop is al-lowable orig-

inally. He does say: 'definitive interpretations
3of enough terms to limitr the meanings of otherst;2

the question is how muç:þ they limiË the meaning of

others. If such an assignment doesntt require

revision of the bridgehead utterances or terms,

then the bridgehead identifications do not limit
further identifications i-n any significant r^lay and

hence further identifications do not 'depend' in

any significant way on the brídgehead. If they do

require revision of the bridgehead, then later
Ëranslations obviously don!t depend on the bridge-

head bei-ng secure, which is contrary to his explic-

iË claim above. The point at issue is that the two

principles which he sees as guiding translation,

1) that the bridgetead not be touched and 2) that we

1 MofM p.148
2 See also M of M p. 155

3 My emphasis
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reject translations which we woul-d regard as rout-

rageous' , are not principles which can both be

held as ultimates. The question is, which is to

be abandoned? In M of M he acknowledges unequi-

vocally that it is the unassailability of the

bridgehead which is to be abandoned. He says that

the bridgehead has rsomething in collrnon with a

straightforward hypothesis, in that it can be revised

a bit at a time in the light of what comes later. '1
But he seems to think that allowing such revisions

does not damage the bridgehe-ad as such. He makes

the rather confusing claim that: 'if the Enquirer

starts from x = y and later proposes x = z instead,

he must still be guided by having used x = y to
establish the meaning of ,'2 I can't see that this
follows at all. If I attempË to reach Melbourne

from Adelaide by following a set of directions which

tell me to go west, and I subsequently discover a

map in Perth from which I deduce that I should have

travelled east, how is my arrival at my desired dest-

ination in any v¡ay 'guided by' my original misdirect-

ion? There is some parallel with the falsification
of scientific theories. The more wildly inaccurate

the original identification, the more likely one is

MofM
MofM

p. 148

p. 148

I
2
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to seek a closer approximation to the correct one.

But Èhis doesn't show that dre Later identificatíon

'depends' on the earlier one in any way. that one

seeks another identificatíon is dependent on the

fact that one has made the earlier one, but which

later identification is made is not determined by

the earlier one except in so far as it differs from

iË, and this seems to me to be a somewhat weaker

relation than one of 'dependencet . It is cert-
ainly misleading to speak of it as 'guidingt us.

I cannot see that a later revision in any

way depends upon the initial identification; what

it does depend on is holdíng constant all, or most

of, the other identifications which constitute the

bridgehead. (It is only in the light of the.se that
the revision of the questionable identification can

sensibly be made.) I take j.t that Hollis is comm-

itted to something like this when he says that:

'radical revision would destroy the balance (of advant-

age in favour of later revisions)' . 
I But if this is

what he means, then he no 1-onger thinks the bridge-

head itself is unassailable, for, to extend Ëhe

metaphor, one could rebuild it plank by plank without
any point losing one's foothold.2 If it is not the

1 MofM p.148
2 c.f. I^I.V.O. Quine's reference to Neurath and

the boat anal.ogy W&O p. 3
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bridgehead itself which is unassailable, then we

must look deeper for the a priori assumptiolls'

to the principl-es upon which the bridghead depends.

These, he says, are those of 'zweekrational action

applied to the use of lang,r"g", 'l amounting to the

assumption that 'when the Enquirer believes P on

grounds available to the other Mind, the Other Mind

also believes p' .

I have agreed, more or less, with Hollis

oTl the issue of the possibility of commtrnicating

with a group who had a very different seE of per-

ceptions from us, but it does not seem to me to

follow that perceiving roughly the same things

necessarily conmits us to say,ing more or less the

same things about them. This is an i-mportant íssue

sínce it seems Lo me Ëhaf what i^linch is getting at

is not that other culLures have alternative criteria

of truth, but that they have alternative concePtual

schemes.

How does this assumption entail the con-

clusion Ehat we can't make sense of different corl-

ceptual schemes associated with oËher forms of

life (such as I have suggested l,{inch is arguing for)?

Even if we grant that we couldn't Possibly make sense

1 Mof M p. l-48
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of anyone's language if they had vastly different
perceptions from ours, this does noE entail the

impossibility of a language based upon a concept-

ual scheme so different from ours that translat-
ion between that language and our o\Árrt \^7as imposs-

ible. The fact that their criterion of truth was

idenÈical with ours would then be írrelevanË, since

comparison would not be possible.

It seems to me Ëhere are two issues in-
volved here. 1) I¡trhether it makes sense to talk
of translating between conceptual schemes, i.e.
whether there is some analogue of translation

between languages which applies to translation bet-

vreen conceptual scher.s.l 2) trlhether, in the

event of the total failure to establish communic-

ation with a group of foreigners one would eveir

have grounds for aLtributing this to a difference

in conceptual schemes rather than to any other

causes.

t_ This issue deserves more than the mention which
I give to iL, but I am unable to give space to
iE here. It is dealt with, with great clarity,
in Jack I^I. Meiland's article 'Cognitive Relativ-
ism: Popper and the Argument from Language',
The Philosophical Forum Vol. 4 no. 3 pp. 406-42L
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4 On AlternatiVe Conceptual Schemes

I^Ihy should failure of translation entail the

conclusion that the foreigners have no language, rath-

er Lhan provide evidence that they are committed to

a different conceptual scheme? The believer in al-t-

ernative conceptual schemes is being asked to bear

the burden of proof, but the sorL of proof required

appears to be precluded by the terms of the enquiry.

To prove that the foreigners are commitLed to an

alternative conceptual scheme, rather than merely

talking gibberish, will reguire that what they say

is somehow made intelligible to our speech cofilmun-

Íty. Inlhat is intelligible to us is exhausted by

what it is possible to say in our language (or so

it would seem) , so making the foref.gners t eonceptual

scheme intelligible to us would mean translating

what they say into terms \^Ie understand. So, para-

doxically, T^re could only show that Ehey had a diff-

erent conceptual scheme if we could make sense of it

in terms of our ordrÌ. But if this \^tere the case, their

scheme would not have been shown to be a different one

at all, merely a variant of our oT/,rn. The assumption,

of course, is that intelligibility is exhausted

by our current range of concepts, However, if we

admit the possibility of expanding our conceptual

scheme, what is intelligible to us at one time does
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not exhaust the realm of Ëhe intelligible, and we

may find it possible to graft, if not alien schem-

ês, at leasË some foreign concepts, on to our owrt

without inconsistency. Since, by hypothesis, there

are no equivalent concepts, or language in which to

refer to them, available to us, learning the appro-

priate language in which Ëo discuss the alternative
scheme is not a matter of translating into equi-

valent terms, but rather of 1-earning ane\^r as does

a child.

To qualify as an entirely new conceptual

scheme, hohrever, such ner,tr cou.cepts as \,üe acquire

would need not only to have no counterpart in our

current repertoire, but also be linked to each

other and the world in such a \^ray as to have no

logical relations with our current concepts. Only

thus r^rould total failure of translation be accounted

for. Making our understanding of such concepts de-

pendent upon translation into terms we already un-

derstand is therefore to beg the question at issue.

It seems to me that one cannot dismÍss without argum-

ent the possibility of discovering another such con-

ceptual scheme. BuE precluding precisely such dis-
coveries would be a consequence to which we \.,üere

conrnitted if we vrere to accept the Lukes-Hollis

model of interpretation of alien belief systems.
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If we are to make sense of alternative

conceptual schemes, wê must be able to give some

account of languagehood which doesn't tie the

notion of language to translatability into our
1o\¡lrr tongue.' One possible avenue is by appealing

to the intransitivity of translation. Language A

may be translated into language B, and B into C

without it being possible to translate A ínto C.2 \,rle

would thus have groundsfor believing thaE C was

a language despite beíng unable to translate it

into our ovrrì.. Such intransitivity might be accounted

for by appealing to Quine's indeterminacy thesis,3

which,according, for example, to Stroud, allows

that 'genuine novelty can arise after several small

changes of the familiar into the still famil-iar'.

How any large scale differences could arise as the

result of Lranslation is difficult to see since,

according to Quine's requiremerrts, for the final

sentence to count as a translation of the original

would require that it still elicit the same behav-

ioural responses. Davidson makes the general point,4

1 '0n The Very Idea of 'a Conceptual Scheme' ?rog-
ceedings of the American Philosophical Associat-
ion Vol 47 L973-4 pp. 5-20 (hereafter VICS)

2 See e.g. VICS p. B

3 E.g. Stroud B. 'Conventionalism and the Indetermin-
acy of Translation! in Davidson D.L. and Hintikka J.
(eds . ) 'in Words and Ob j ections (Dordrecht: Reiciel
L969) (hereafter C&I) p. 94 and Harman G. rQuine

on Mind and Existence I' Review of MeLaphysics
Vol 2L L967

4 vrcs P. I
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that in order to know that B was being translated

into C, a speaker of A would have to have some

knowledge of C, thus contravening the original
assumption. Thus intransitivity of translation

doesn't advance us Í,ar; if the intransitivity
is marked, then by hypothesis intelligibility
is not advanced.

5. Davidson on Conceptual Schemes.

The important questíon to be answered

is whether v¡e can give any grounds for believ-
ing that there could be a conceptual scheme so

different from ours that translation between

the language of these who use í.Ë and our lang-

uage v/as impossible. I have a::gued above, in
relation to Inlinch's doctrine on forms of life,
thaL anything less than the total impossibility
of translation will leave open the possibility
of criticism by what he would argue are inapprop-

riate criteria which he wants to close off.

Donald Davidson argues that those who

wish Ëo maintain Ëhe possibility of the exist-

ence of alternative conceptual schemes are comm-

itted to the view that: 'something is a language,

and associated with a conceptual scheme., whether
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vre can translate it or not, if it stands in a

certain relation (predictirg, organizing, fa.cing

or fitting) to experience (nature, reality, sensory
1promPtings).- According to Davidson, Do sense can

be given to the notion of such a vastly different

conceptual scheme. Any alternative conceptual

scheme would have to organLze experience, reality

etc. in such a vray that the elements of experience

etc. are accounted for, but in a \.{ay which cannot

be correlated with our ontology. Since, according

Lo Davidson, w€ can't make sense of organLzing a

single object, 2 whaLever the concepts are taken as

organiziTr.g must be some plurality, objects in the

world perhaps, or experiences; what othe:: candi-

dates might there be? To admit others would be to
allow perceptual differences so vast that there

would be no possible point of contact. But any con-

ceptual scheme which organízed objects like these

would have to be very similar Ëo orrrr.3

t_ VICS p. 13, it is unclear from this passage
whether it is the language or the conceptual
scheme which 'predicts organizes facesr etc.,
presumably the former.

VICS p. L4

VICS pp. 13-15
2

3
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This assertion is questionable. It does

not obviously follow that because different con-

ceptual schemes carve up the same perceptual

input in different v/ays there is necessarily a

way of correlating them, or more precísely that
the languages which reflect such differing cotr-

ceptual schemes can necessarily be translated into
each other. At the very simplest level, one scheme

(A) might be vastly more gross than anorher (B),

not enabling fine discriminations between colours,

for instance; then, unless there is some compens-

atory apparatus in B, one \^rould be unable to trans-
late the language associated with B into the lang-

uage associated with A, although translation in
Ëhe reverse direction would be quite feasible.

As I¡Iinch has pointed out in LBR, knowing

how to use a particular concept doesn't necessarily

entail any ontological commitment.. The question of
what is real arises only at the point where assert-
ions are made and statements held true or false.
I^Ihile I^linch sees this as entailing the impossib-

ility of comparing conceptual schemes, since con-

cepts as such can't be held up against the world

and judged as fitting it more or less correctly
than others, Davidson, and f with him, think that
the important issue is to determine whether part-
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icular theories are more adequate for describing

or explaining what goes on in the world. than

others, in short wheËher those theories, sentences,

or whatever, are true. To count as an alternative
theory to one which we hold, would require the

theory in question be true, but not Ëranslatable.

Davidson thinks thaÈ to count as an alternative
conceptual scheme woul-d require the scheme: as a

whole to be true but not translatable.l To talk
in such terms is rather barbarous, for the sort of
reasons Inlinch has advanced in LBR and to which I
have again alluded above; the conceptual scheme

itself can't be true or false, only those sentenc-

es or sLatemenËs which having a particular scheme

enables us to construct. I{owever, barbarism aside,

I take Davidsonts point that we can make sense of
alternatives only at the level of what is held to
be true. The question then becomes, how do we

distinguish differences in the concepts underlying

a particular theory held true from mere difference
of opinion within a shared system of concepts?

provide

sys fem,

Having decided Èhat sentences held true
the basic point of entry into an alien belief
Davidson attempts to show that aceeptance

1 Davidson VICS p. 15
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of this position entails that it is impossible to

make sense of a language which embodies a concept-

ual scheme radically different from that of English

speakers. His argument may be outlined as fo1lows. I

f) The criterion of a conceptual sch"me2 different

from our own is: It must be largely true, but not

translatable.

2) Our best intuition as to how the concept of

truth is used is contained in Tarski's Conventiorl T3,

(viz. that a satisfactory theory of truth for a lang-

uage L must entail, for every sentenie of L, a theorem

of the form's is true if and only if p'where 's'
is replaced by a description of s and 'p' by s itself
if L is Bnglish, and by a translation of s into Eng-

lish if L is not English).

3) Convention T makes essential u'se of the notion

of translation into a language we know.

Therefore: tthere does not seem to be much hope for
a test that a conceptual scheme is radically diff-
erent from ours if that test depends on the assumpt-

ion that we can divorce the notion of truth from

that of translation.r

1 The argument appears on pp. 76-L7 of VICS.
2 This is an extraordinarily loose way of speaking.

I take it he means that the coneeptual scheme is
contained in a set of true but untranslatable

sentences.
3 Alfred Tarski, 'The Concept of Truth in Formalized

Languages' in Logic, Semantj cs and Metamathematics
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1956).
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I,rlhether we accePt this concLusion, since

I have already pointed ouË that 1) is at l-east

plausible, depends on whether 2) and 3) are accept-

able. 2) is not supported except by the considerat-

ion that it tembodies our best intuition as to how

the concept of true is used.'1 Since the whol-e

point aE issue is whether the notion of truth can

be divorced from Ehat of translation, blind accept-

ance of 2) with 3) taken as a gloss on the reading

of convention T, is question begging in the extreme.

trllrat he says he is attemp tLngz is to give an arg-

ument to show that making translation into a fam-

iliar Ëongue a criterion of languagehood is jusÈi-

fied. In appealing to convention T and interpreting

it as he does, he is merely restating the criterion
which he was attempting to justify.

The reason why this is importanË is that

in relying on translatability into English as a

criËerion of truth he is inevitably accepting a

conservative view on íntelligibility. If we accept

that translatability is an essential- el-ement in

defining truth, wê are stuck not only with our

currenË conceptual scheme, but with our current

repertoire of concepts.

1

2

VICS

VICS

p. 17

pp. 7lB
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However, if we can show that it is possible

to add to the English language in such a v¡ay as to

expand the repertoire of concepts which we curr-

ently hold, then the translatabil-ity requÍrement

might not be so conservative afËer a11.1 But if
\^re allow this, Ëhen translatability is not limit-
ed by the current repertoire of concepts after a1-1,

so Davidson's thesis is either false or trivtally
true.

I have further grounds for objecting to
Davidson's system of interpretation, since it en-

tails that one could not discover that anll group

r{rere in large measure mistaken in what they held

txue.2 I think with McGinn3, that the solution
probably lies in adopting an alternative theory

of reference, such as Kripke's4causal theory,

but I have not space to go into Ehat issue here.

3

1 C.F. SËroud, C&I p.95
2 This is particularly apparent in 'The Method of

Truth in Metaphysics' , Midwest StUdies in Phil-
osophy Vol 2 pp. 244-254, L977

'Clarity, InterpreËation and Be1ief' . Journal
of Philosophy Vol 74 L977 pp. 52L-535

4 Outlined in 'Naming and Necessity' in Davidson D.

and Harman G. (eds.) Semantics of Natural l,ang-
uages (New York: Humanities Press, L972)
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Allowing that a few new concepts could be

made intelligible is of course a quite different
maLter from proving that a totally different alt-
ernative conceptual schemq is a possibility. None

of what I have said gives any positive grounds for

supposing that such a thing might exist. However,

ruling out a translatability requirement as an

a priori ground of languagehood at least makes

it arguable that such a thing might exist.

On the other hand, since the conceptual

schemes associated with !üinchian forms of life

are inadequately differentiated from each other

(as I have argued in ch. 2), the fact that this
particular argument of Davidsonts does not con-

cl-usively disprove the possibility of their exist-

ence is no comforË for I'Iinch.

Davidson's is the best argument I can find
against the general possibility of alternative con-

ceptual schemes. Since it is at best question begg-

itg, the issue of whether v¡e could have good grounds

for believing that a group of foreigners .h/ere comm-

itted to a different conceptual scheme remains un-

decided. The issue appears to reduce to one of onus

of proof.
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CHAPTER 4: T]NIVERSAL RULES OF LOGIC .

1. Lukesr Argument for uniVersal criteria

The second paragraph of Lukes! argument on

p. 65 above constitutes an argument to the conclusion

that the forejgners' language 'must have operable log-
ical rules and not all of these can be matters of con-

vention.r This, put together with Lukes' conc,lusionr

on p. L7 1 of RCM, which I have quoted above, yields a

strong thesis about 'rules of logic'. Lukes claims that:
1) languages possess rules of logic
2) such rules are universal, i.e. apply to

and are operative in all languages

3) such rules are fundamental i.e. they

are non-context dependent.

0n p . 209 of SPR he says, of a society S, that
its 'language must have operabre logical rulest , imply-
ing that rules of logic are somehow possessed by a lang-
uage in the same riray e.g. as rules of syntax. If he

does think this is the case then what he is claiming
is not true even of English. There are no rules of the
language which one could properry calr logical rules,
none for example which prohibit the utterance of contra-
dictions. uttering a contradiction stirl counts as speak-

ing English. rt is not even the case that there is only
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one system of logical rules to which all speakers of

English adhere; so it is not as if the speaking of

English just happens to be coextensive with a commit-

menL to a certain kind of logical system. It is not

clear, ho\,vever, just where Lukes thinks the 'rules

of logic' are to be found. At various places on pp. 209'

zLO of SPR he attributes Possession of the 'criteria

of logic' to the society whose language is being trans-

lated, to the members of that society, and to the lang-

uage of the society " It clearly makes a dif ference which

is meant. Saying that the society or its members possess

the logic is compatible with there being lnore than one

possible logic. If the language itself contains the

1ogic, then it is impossible to speak it correctly ancl

simultaneously subscribe uo another logic or speak it

correctly and breach the rules of that logic.

The reason why we must assume that the for-

eigners adhere to a system of logic the same as ours

is, according to Lukes, that unless they did '*q

could never understand their thought, their inferences

and arguments' . The only alternative conelusion 'that
(society) S's thought (and language) operate accord-

ing Lo quite different criteria and that it is quite

literally incomprehensible to us' . At least this

is his position on p. 2L0 of SPR, but he later

(p. zLZ) says of his rational (f) criteria in general,

and thus of the logical criter:ia in parti,cular, that
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'any society which possesses what vüe may justifiably

call a language must apply them in general, though

particular beliefs, or sets of beliefs, may violate

them.' So if society S operates according to a logic

different from ours, then either, oD Lukes account,

we have no grounds for saying Èhey have a language,

or, if we admit that, then Eheir language is incom-

prehensible to us. The conclusíon he draws from this

is that there are universal and fundamental rules of

logic.

It comes as no surprise, given what I have

outlined above, that he should find that such rules

are universal, since he has disallowed the possib-

ility of discovering any alternative to them. It is

not clear whether he thinks our failure to comprehend

any other system of logic is due to some fundamental

incapacity on the part of human beings in general to

understand any other logic, or whether it is a result

of our having accepted the system of logic which we do.

It is diffícult to see that any kind of argu-

ment could justify the former position. Vtrhat of the

latter? Being cormnitted to the belief that some part-

icular system of logic is the correct one does not

necessarily preclucle being able to comprehend others.

trrle have the evidence of adherents of intuitionistic
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logical systems being able to comprehend classical

logic. They do not fail to understand what someone

asserts when he says that 'pv-p' is universally true;

rather they disagree. If Lukes argues that intuition-
isEic logics do not constitute a genuine variant from

standard logic, then I think it is up to him to show

what does. If any logical system which differs from

ours but is comprehended by us, is declared not to be

a genuinely divergent one, then Lukes' docErine would

be an empty one.

Even if it were the case that we could not

understand anyone who operated according to a logic

different from ours, \dhy should it follow that these

criteria of logic constituterultimate constraints

to which all thought is subj ect? ' The failure of

one group of people to comprehend a particular theory,

proposition etc. is noE normally a good ground for
supposing that such a theory, proposition etc. is
nonsense. Lukes' only other argument. for his position

is this: 'If, for example, they !ùere unable to see

that the truth of p excludes the truth of its denial,

how could they ever csnmunicate truths to one other

or reason from them to other truths?l

Certainly the possibility of using language

to communicate truths is important, and it is equally
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important that one have a system of reasoning, but

Lukes has not shom that such ends could not be

achieved using a logic which differed from classical
1ogic.

There are logical systems which allow

the assertion of sentences of the form (a & -a) but

which isolate or contaín such contradictions so that

the assertion of one sentence of this form does not

imply the truth of any sentence whatsoever. This

can be done with a very simple relevance requirement

such as Belnap'sl; that there be no sentential theses

of the form 'A + B' where 'A' and 'B' fail to share a

variable. This is compatible with holding either
that a sentence of the form 'a & -a' is true or that

it is false. Either \iüay, (and the former option is

obviously much more controversial), it does not follow

that carivassing contradictions necessarily entails the

assertion of any utterance whatso.lrur.2 If such

systems are feasible, then it does not follow that

anyone who asserts the truLh of some sentence and its

denial is necessarily unable to 'reason from them

(truths) to other truthsr . I suggest that it is rather

I Anderson A.R. and Belnap N.D. (Jr) Entailment: The
Lo i-c of Relevance and Necessi Vol I Princeton'
Princeton University Press, L975.

2 The case in favour of such logics is argued extremely
persuasively by R. Routley in 'Ultralogic as Univer-
sal' Relevance Logic Newsletter L977
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cavalier of Lukes to dismiss any such system tout

court. If we can make sense of these systems

within our language, \^/hy should it not be at least
possible that speakers of another l-anguage should

adopt something like them? And if it is possible,

Lukes has given no plausible argument to show that
rlre could not discover that they did.

Lukes I argument is al-so al-leged to prove

that. adherence to these logical rules is an ultimate

constraint on thought. All of his arguments however,

are directed at showing that adherence to an alter-

native logical system bring about a failure of

communication. In the absence of an argument to the

effect that one can think only what others will under-

stand, this position does not have any justification.

This however, is irrelevant to the main issue at hand,

which is that of the possibility of discovering that

any other language users are committed to a different

logical sys tem.

, To sum up: Lukes Ëhinks there are only

two plausible positions concerning logical rules.

Either

1) the foreigners whose language we are attempting

to translaLe are committed to the same system of logic
as ours, in which case translation ís possible or,
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2) they are not, in which case Lheir utterances are

totally incomprehensible and we have no ground for

attributing language to them at all.

My reply to this has been to attack

Lukes' assumptions about logical rules

1) By denying that languages 'possess' logical

rules

2) By pointing out that Lukes has only shown

that such rules are universal by denying that groups

adhering to others possess language

3) By arguing that such logical rules have not

been shown to be fundamental if all that this means

is that anyone adhering to another logical system

could not understand them (a premise which in any

case is dubious).

The Non-conventional Nature of

Rules of Logic

Lukes is aclopting a stance opposed to that

espoused by hlinch in the dictum 'logical relations

between þropositions depend on social relations

between ,n.rr.'l He takes this to mean that concepts

concerning logical relationships between þropositions
such as that of negation are ones which a culture may

2

1 ISS p. L26.
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or may not possess and takes i,trinch as supporting

the view that rules of vali-d inference etc. are mere

matters of convention, which might have been diff-

erent had men required them to be ,o.1

Inlhile allowing that lrlinch might plausibly

claim that the rcontent of propositionst is 'depen-

dent on social relations between men'2 h" denies that

the 1-ogical relatj-ons between them are so dependent.

I take it that he means by this that what proposition

Ís being asserted by a particular utterance depends

on certain conventions. That some collection of

noises 'N' constitutes the assertion of a particular

proposition 'p' is obviously a matter of convention

in the same \,^zay that some other collection of noises

'M' constitutes the denial of 'p' .

Neverthelsss Lukes thinks that it does not

fo1low that the relationships which hold between Pro-

positions are determined conventionally. I take it

that he is committed to the position that there is a

certain relationship, vLz. that of negation, which

holds between two propositions such as 'p' and 'not

p' in virtue purely of their being the particular

propositions they are. If this is his position, then

I thinlc it is somewhat misleading to contrast the

non-conventional nature of the logical relation-

ship with the conventional nature of the content of

t
2

SPR

SPR

p. 209.
p.2L0.
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propositions. I¡thaE is conventional is the way in

which utterances are to be interpreted, and it is
just as much a matter of convention what interpretation

is to be given to a partieular sentential operator

in virtue of which it is to be seen e.g. as con-

verting an utterance which asserts a certain Pro-

position into one which asserLs its denial. What,

I take it, Lukes thinks is not the subject of con-

vention is what follows once it is agreed that a

certain sort of logical relationship holds between

propositions. E.g. if rnot pr is a proposition which

is the negation of tpt then, if 'p' is true 'not pt

is false and vice-versa. In other words, once r^Ie

have hit on a viay of assigning logical relationships,

there is no longer a choice about what logical system

vre are Ëo use. Assigning that sort of meaning to

parËicular parts of a foreignerts sp eecïr con s titutes
assuming he is conrnitted Ëo a particular logical

system. Furthermore, if I interpret Lukes correctly,

he maintains that there is no possible system of

logical rules other than that to which we allegedly

conform, vLz. classical 2 valued truth functional

logic and first orcler predicate calculus with their

traditional rules of inference etc. If this inter-

pretation of him is correct then he is counnitted

to a posÍtion like that of Quine in Word & Obiect 1

I Quine, \4I. V. 0. , Vtrord ancl 0b j ecL, (Carnbridge Mass .

MIT Press, f960)
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where it is argued that noone can assert that a

senLence of the form 'p & -p' is true and mean by

'.' and r-t what is traditionally meant; he must

have changed the subject.

3 Hollis' Arguments on the Possibility of

Discovering a Group with a Diffqrent Logic

Hollis takes Lukes as running what he

sees as the rather implausible line that we dis-

cover that other societies use our logic. Accord-

ing to Hollis it makes nonsense of Lukes' view if

he is asserting simultaneously that we discover

that foreigners have our logic, but we couldn't

understand them if they didn't.

In adopting this view Hollis argues that

Lukes is implying that it is possible to perform

some kind of empirical test to discover whether for-

eigners have our logic, which leaves it an open

possibility that they do not. He is allowing, that

is, the possitflity of discovering a group who use

what might rightly be called a language but do ,not

adhere to the logical system which we adhere to. If

this is one of the things which Lukes is claiming,

then it is certainly in contradiction with several

other of the things he says.
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E.g. on p. 210 of SPR, having canvassed

the possibility of discovering such a group, he

concludes that T/üe must find that a society S has

criteria of truth and logic which we share with it

and that 'The only alternative conclusion' is to

assume that 'S's thought and language operates

according to quite different criteria and that it

is quite literally incomprehensible to us' . But

this, according to Lukes, is a self contradictory

position, because he wishes to claim that we ca.n

only justifiably say that S has a language at all

if it follows our system of logic.1 Hollis argues

that it is not a discovery that foreigners follow our

system of logic, but an assumption, and noreover one

which we must make in order to translate their

language.

Both Lukes and Hollis appear to have no

qualms about speaking of our logic as if there \^Iere

only one possible logic compatible with English usa¡le,

but Hollis acknowledges the possibility that'our'

logic might stretch as far as admitting intuition-

istic logics. However, when he attempts to set out

in detail what requirements lve must place on a logic

which is to be understood in terms of ours, he main-

tains that one lrequirement' is 'p * pt (presumably

that 'p * p' be true)

1 E.g. see SPR p. 2L2.
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ttP * Ptt, "-(p Þ)" and "(p (p -> q)) rt I-> q

express more than axioms in

rules in a particular game.

a particular system or

'requirements for something' s

logical reasoning at all.

They express rather,

being a system of

If he means by 'requirement for some-

thing's being a system of logical reasoning' that

these formulae be axioms or theorems of the system,

then it is not all clear that this is the case. E.g.

if he means by I + ' a truth functional sentential

connective having the truth table:

for 'p * q' where 'p' and 'g' are sentential variab-

les, then it is not the case that the formula'p * p'

is provable in all logies. The 'intuitionist' calculus

of A. Heyting is one system where 'p * p' thus de-

fined is neither an axiom of the system nor provable

within it. If ' + ' is not defined as in the lab1e

above, then it is not clear whether any substantial

claim is being made. Perhaps ilollis means that ' If

p then p'must be a theoren of arry proposed logical

q

T

T

T

T

F
p

F

F

T
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system, but if the inte::pretation bf if p then p'

varies according to which system it belongs, he is no

longer making a substantial claím about the content

of logical system. It is inEeresting that in his

Ëreatment of this topic in l'1 of M ch. 7, he chooses

Ëo use the terminology 'If p then pr rather than

'p * p', which presumably reflects his recognition

expressed on p. 150 of that chapter that his crit-

eria entail too strong a limitation on translatíon

'This argument threatens to prove too nuch.

It threatens to prove that there is only one

possible system of logic, to the surprise of

. logicians, who happily use several.'

I,rlhat then is Hollis cl-aiming? If he takes

a narrovr definition of 'p * p' then he cannot allow

the possíbility of even mil-d devianee from classical

logic. Since he explicitly allows intuitionistic

logics (e.g. eLl. 7 of M of M), then it is not clear

at what point he begins to impose restrictions on

Ëranslation oi logical terms from foreign languages

into English. In R and R p. 228(note) he acknow-

ledges his indeptedness to I^I.V.0. Quine for several

of Ehe ideas in his paper. I take it his views about

alternative logics may be among these, and the topic

may be more fruitfully pursued by tackling it at its

sources.
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4 Quine on Alternative Logics

Quine is committed to the view that

there is no alternative, if we wish to translate

his language, to construing what a foreigner says

as conforming to our logic. E.g. he says (P.L.p.82)

tlrle impute our orthodox logic to him, or

impose it on him, by translating his lang-

uage to suit. I¡le build the logic j-nto our

manual of translation. Nor is there cause

here for apology. ItIe have to base translation

on some kind of evidence, and wha.t better?

The canon 'Save the Obvioust bans any

manual of translation that would represent the

foreigners as contradicting our 1ogic.... .'

That these views are tenable consistently

with his well known theory of the indeterminacy of

translation is not at all obvious. This theory (QIT)

is stated briefly (l,I & 0 p. 72) as the view that rival

systems of translation 'can fit the totality of speech

behaviour to perfection, and can fit the totality of

dispositions to speech behaviour as well, and still

specify mutually incompatible translations of count-

less sentences... .' I,rlhy should rival systems of

translation not extend to the logical system as well?
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Quine takes the linguist, as approaching

his task by first finding translations for foreign

'observation sentences'. He defÍnesl'observation

sentencet as 'an occasion sentence, that is, a

sentence whose truth value varies from one occasion

of utterance to another. BuE it ís a special sort

of occ¿rsion sentence, one whose truth value depends

whol1y on circumstances that are intersubjectively

observable on the occasion of the utterance of the

sentence. t

Thus the only uncertainty regarding obser-

vation sentences is inductive uncertainty. Given

that the linguist has decided what to count as the

foreigner's signs for assent and dissent, he can

proceed to correlate English sentences with foreign

sentences having the same stimulus conditions.

English and foreign sentences have the same stimulus

meaning if the English and foreign senLences evoke

the same patterns of assent and dissenE under all

stimulus conditions.

Once this base is esLablished, Ëhe linguist

moves on to make what Quine calls analytical hypotheses

about the translation of foreign utLerances into Eng-

lish, and it is at this stage that indeterminacy

1 'Philosophical Progress in Language Theory
Metaphilòsophv Vol-1 L97O p. 10. (hereafter PPLT)
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of translation appears. Foreign observation

senÈences can be equated in meaning with English

ones only at the level of whole sentences, any

further segmentation such as the identification of

foreign phrases with English ones or foreign words

with English ones, according to Quine, exceeding the

evidence available. The same holds of the identi-
fication of foreign theoreËical sentences with

English ones. In neither case is there any unique

correlation with an English counterpart compatible

with all the behavioural evidenee.

trdheËher Quine's theory is tenable, or just
what argumenL would justify his position, is noL of
interest for my present purpose which is to examine

his reasons for exempting the truth functional

connectives from the radical indeterminacy which

affects the identification of all other parts of
1

speech* with the exception of substitutional quan-

tification. He argues in trrI & 0 sec. 13 that trrrth
funcËions such as negation, logical conjunction, and

alternation can be directly translated i.e. without

the necessíty for analytical hypotheses. Although

he later modifies this view 2, it is of interest to

see whether such a view is tenable, particularly since

1 PPLT p. L4

See PPLT,
L97 3) (he

Roots of Reference2
rea ter o

(La Salle: Open Court,
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it appears that it is upon some such positíon that

Hollis for example, bases his argument in favour of

imputing our logic to foreigners.

Quine has taken his linguist as havíng

identified foreign signs of assent and dissent.

These are elicited as resp onses to various sentences

of the foreign language. With reference to these,

Quine says, wê can state semantic criteria for truth

functions, vLz.

'The semantic criterion of negation is that it

turns any short sentence to which one will assent

into a sentence from which one will dissent,

and vice versa" That of conjunction is that it

produces compounds to which.... one is prepared

to assent always and only when one is prepared

to assent to each component. That of alternat-

ion is similar with assent changed twice to

dis sent .

lühen we find that a native construction fulfills

one or another of these three semantic criteria,

\^7e can ask no more toward an understanding of it.'1

Truth functional connectives would thus

be as determinate under translation as observation sent-

ences.

1 I,{&o pp. 57-58.
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So it appears Ëhat the reason why truth
functional'connectives can be determinately translated

is thaÈ, since they operate over whole sentences, rath-
er than within sentences, they yield compounds capable

of being assented to or dissented from (unlike operat-

ors within sentences, which when removed leave only

parts of sentences, incapable of eLiciting a verdict) .

If we accept Quine's account of the reasons

for exempting the truth functions from indeterminaey,

does it follow that there is no alternative Ëo con-

struing the foreigners as conforming to our logic?

According to Susan Haackl Quine is maintaining two

theses:

'(1) It is possible to tell that a certain

expression of (the language being translated),

L, should be translated by a certain connect-

ive, e.g. !and!,

and

(2> It is not possible that a correct trans-

lation of expressions of L by sentential

connectives should be such that sentences

translated by (classical) contradictions are

assented to by speakers of L, nor that sent-

ences translated by (classical) tautologies

are. dissented from by speakers of L.!

1 Deviant Logic (London: Cambridge Uni-versity Press ,(hereafter DL)L974) p. rB
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and that the move from (1) to (2) is based on the

following three dubious assumptions

'a) principle of maximizLng agreement

b) adoption of classical criteria for the

truth functions

c) adoption of assent & dissent as behav-

ioural coordinates. '1

a)supports Quine's second thesis (2) if taken in
conjunction with the assumption that the translat-
or accepts classical logic, but of course will not

do so if the translator accepts some other logic.
This assumption is just the assumption made in b),
and which I have earlier quoted Quine in detail as

espousing. If one accepts that this pattern of
assent and dissenË indicates that the foreigners

assign. truth and falsi'1.y correspondingLy, then one

has assumed they use the same connectives in the

same hray as classical logic does. This choice of
criteria is mad.e plausible accord.ing to Haack' O,

Quine's adoption of assent and dissent as behaviour-

a1 coordinates. If, instead of assent and dissent,
one took three possible responses to a proff.ered

sentence, nanely assent, dissent and puzzlement

then one could state alternative criteria, E.g. for

1

2

DL p. 18.
DL p. 19.
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disjunction, Haack's results can be tabulated thus:

assent puzzLemeni- aÉssent

I

as senf

prtzzlement

dissent

and for negation, thus:

as sent

puzzLemefiE

dissent

assent assent as sent

assent puzzlement puzzLement

assent puzzlement dissent

dissenE

puzzlement

as sent

Haack asserts that

'0n these criteria the possibility that natives
tnight fail to assent to some sentence trans-

latable as 'p or not p' is not at all absurd,

and might be evidence that they employ a

3-valued 1ogic. And if these criteria T/üere

used Quine's (1) could be true but (2) false'2

Does it fo1low from Haack's 3-response

table that (f) could be true and (2) false? Taking

1

2

DL p. 19.

DL p. 19.
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'or' and 'not' to conrmand assent, dissent and

prrzzlement according to Haack's criteria, the denial

of p or not p 'it is not the case that p or not p'

does not command assenË in any instance. In the

case where p is met with the response of. puzzle-

ment, the compound -(p v -p) is also met with puzzLe-

ment. Thus Haack has not produced an instance of a

contradiction being assented to, but rather a case

of one failing to be dissented from. So Quine's

second thesis (2) has not been shown false, since

that would require production of a contradiction

which is assented to or a tautology dissented from.

Haack's example would only counE against a weaker

version of (2) , namely 'It is not possil¡le that a

correct translation of expressions of L by sent-

ential connectives shoulcl be such that sentences

translated by (classical) contraclictions are not

dissented from by speakers of L, nor that sentences

translated by (classical) tautologies are not assent-

ed to by speakers of L.'1

If Haack's possible responses to senten-

ces: (assent, dissent and puzzlement) \,üere to be

taken as indicating the assignment of 3 correspond-

ing truth values e.g. true, false and neutral, in

the way thrat assent and dissent stand for Quine as

I I o\^Ie this point to my fellow student Philip Cam,

*o whorn I arn a-lso i',c{ebtec( fon -the d-ir-
ec+toh .>F +h. cni{ì1^¡. "ß Quine- \úhi¿h f"ilows,
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indicating the assignment of mutually exclusive

and exhaustive ttruet and tfalse' values, then

Haack's respondent could be seen as adopting a

form of logic which deviates from standard classic-

al logic. Adam Morton classifiesl this sort of

deviance as weak deviance. 'I¡Ieak deviance consists

in adopting a logic according to which some elassic-

al theorem is not valid' and 'Strong devíance con-

sists in adopting a logic according to which the

negation of some classical theorem is consistent.'

If we adopt this terminology, we míght surmnarize

the situation thus: adoption of three possible

responses in favour of the two which Quine admits

would show that it is possible to discover that

foreigners operate according to a logical system

which exhibits at least weak deviance from classic-

aI logic.

Interestingly, Quine r'.c.anvasses a simílar

situation in R of R pp. 76-7 B where he introduces

the notion of a verdict function. Given three

possible verdicts on a compound sentence, âssent,

dissent and abstention, the compound is a verdict

function of its components2 if 'a verdict to the

I 'Denying the Doctrine and Changing the Su
Journal of Philosophy Vol 70, L973 pp. 5
(hereafter DD)

2 RofR p.77.

b
0

ect t

-510
j
3
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compound is determined for each assignment of ver-

dícts to the components.' On this definition,

negation with the verdict table:

as sent

abs tain
dis sent

dis sent

abs tain

as senE

is a verdict function, but conjunction and altern-

atíon with verdict tables:

as sent ab s tain dissent

as sent as sent abs tain dissent

abstain ab s tain dis sent

dÍssent dissent dissent dissent

and:

as sent abs tain dissent

assent

ab s tain

dis s ent

,l

respectively are not verdict functions,

is a gap at the centre of the table in

since there

ab s tainassenL dis sent

as s ent abs tain

as sentas sent as sent

,ì

each case
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It is not possible to give a uníque verdict for the

central position on the verdict table for either

conjunction or disjunction, since there are cases

for both where our judgements vary according to the

relationship which we know to hold between the con-

juncts or disjuncts. E.g. Quine gives the e*ampl.l

of the case where, lacking information, 'you may not

be prepared to dissent from the statement that I was

bovn in Pittsburgh, nor to dissent from the statement

that I was born in Detroit, but still you will dissent

from the conjunction of the Lwo.' This contrasts,

for example, with the conjunction: "I was born in

Australia and I was born in Octoberr where, one might

abstain on each conjunct and on the conjunction as a

whole.

The same sorts of consideration apply in

the case of disjunction. There are cases e.g.

Quine's 'It is a mouse or ít is a chipmunk'2 where

one might abstain on either disjunction but assent

to the dísjunction as a who1e, ot alternatively ab-

stain from giving a verdict on the whole. If one r¡Iere

in a position to know that the animal seen v/as one or

the other, then one might assent to the disjunction.

If one vrere uncertain whether the animal hTere mouse,

1 PPLT p

2 Rof Rp
L2.
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chipmunk or squirrel, the verdict on the whole

would be abstention. So truth functional conjunct-

ion and disjunction are not verdict functions, since

the central position on the table can be filled only

if one has access to information a.bove and beyond what

is provided by knowing the verdíct on the partÍcular

sentences which are constituents of the whole.

It follows from this that the behaviour of

users even of truth functional logic is not such as

to enable an observer to infer that they are using

such a logic wíthout his also having made assumptions

about theories they hold which determine interrelat-

ionships between the sentences upon which they give

verdicts. If, in short, we a1low three possible

responses to any given sentence then \^re no longer

need see it as inescapable that the foreigners are

using classical logic. Even our o\^rï. speech community

may be seen as operating under some different system

arid the issue can only be resolved by resort to

analytical hypotheses about the meaning of the foreign

or English sentential connective.

Quine allows that verdict functions corres-

ponding to disjunction and conjunction, i.e. com-

pounds for which a unique verdict is determined for

each assignment of verdicts to their component sent-

ences, can be created by specifying abstentj.on at the
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centre of the verdict tables. Such verdict funct-

ions are

'independent of our parochial 2-valued logic,

and independent of other'truth value logic.'l

This contrasts with Haack's reaction to the possible

list of responses (which I have tabulated above).

She says that such an outcome

'might be evidence that they (the "natives")
employ a 3-valued LogLc.'2

Llhy should Quine not see this as a plausible inter-

pretation of the behaviour of people who operate

according to a verdict functional logic such as he

has outlined? Presumably he would reply that ab-

staining is a refusal to assign a truth value; but

this is to beg the question, since he has then

interpreted Ëhe third type of behavioural response

in such a rivay as to make it incapable of standing

for a third truth value. Such a course amounts to

stipulating that the speech community adheres to

classical logic, rather than giving further ground

for believing that what Quine calls abstention or

t RofR p.78.
2 DL p. L9 , this position is also adopted

Charles Parsons in '0n Translating Logic'
Vol 27, L974 pp. 405-4LL.

by
Synthese
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Haack puzzlement could not be interpreted as a

marker for a third truth value. It is only by such

a course thaL Quine can avoid countenancing the

possibility of discovering a grouP of people who

operate according to a deviant logic.

However, even if he does not admit the

possibility of discovering a people whose logic

can be read off inductively from their behaviour,

he concedes that the behaviour even of English

speakers is compatible with the assumption that

they operate according to ah intuitionistic logic.

He says:

'Some theorists, notably the intuitionists,

favour another 1ogic, and there is nothing in

the observable circumstances of our utLerances

that need persuade them to assign meaning to

our two-valued scheme. 'l

Since Quine appears to have conceded that

there is no purely observational evidence that we or

anyone else are committed to one logic rather than

another, then it behoves him to explain why it is we

should interpret foreigners as subscribing to classic-

al logic rather than any other. Indeed he needs to

give a general account of why translational incon-

sistencies should be dealt with by revising Lhe

I RofR p.78.
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meanings of theoretical terms (perhaps imputing

different theories to the foreigners) rather than by

concluding that they are comrnitted to alternative
logics. The doctrine which llaack ascribes to him

and calls tthe principle of maximising agreement'1

is that we should so interpret v¡hat foreigners say

as to maximise agreement with our beliefs. I am

not sure that Èhis is his principle, but in the ab-

sence of some criteria specifying what it is we are

Ëo maximise agreement upon, it would be rather an

empty one. Should iL apply to theories, or to sent-

ences uttered in English and the foreign language?

In either case, what would constitute maximising

agreement? The principle to which he in fact appeals

in P of L (pp. 82-3) ís that of the obviousness of
logical truths:

. 'This canon - rsave the obvious! is sufficient
to settle, in point of truth value any\,/ay, our

translations of some of the sentences in just

about every little branch of knowledge or

discourse... I

Maximising agreement thus means getting agreement

on the important points, rather than on the maximum

number of sentences, theories etc. lt seems plausible
that getting agreement on obvious points would en-

tail getting agreement on more points, but I can't
see that any a priori argumenl- could be given for

I DL p. 18
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such a contention. Since (Quine says) logical
truths as a class are all obvious 'acËually or

potentially', this canon 'bans any manua.l of trans-
lation that would represent the foreigners as contra-

dicting our logic. ' This view is at variance with
the position he adopËs e.g. Ín the last section of

'Two dogmas of Empiricism'1 where he speaks of toLal
science as h field of force whose boundary conditions

are experience.' There being no necessary link bet-
r^reen any particular experience and any part of the

field, âDy experience may be acconrnodated by a.djust-

ments to any part of the field. trrihíle logical laws

occupy a central position in this field and are relat-
ively inrmune from revision, he does admit that:

'Revísion even of the logical law of the

excluded middle has been proposed as a means

of sirnplifying quantum mechanics; and what

difference is there in principle between

such a shift and the shift whereby Kepler

superseded Ptolemy. . .'2

If he believes this, then there would appear

to be no ground for supposing that there might not ex-

ist a society which had scÍentific ot: other theories
vastly different from ours , or even adhered to an altern-
ative logic. Even our ovrn society, ât some future date,

having made the conceptual revision which Quine suggests

I Frclm a Lcr cal Point of View
p.

New York: Ilarper and
LP of V)

2 LPofV p.43.
erea ter
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for simplifying quantum mechanics, might be such a

one. Certainly Èhere would aPpear to be no necessity

that what appears obvious to us should apPear so to

all societies at all times. \nIhy then should we always

follow his canon 'Save the obviousr?

Adam Mortonl suggests that 'Save the ob-

vioust might be Ëaken in Ëhree $7ays

' (^)2 If an English sentence is obvious,

tranalate it only by a foreign sentence that is

assented to. (If obvious in English then assented to

in Foreign).

or (b) If a foreign sentence is obvious,

translate it only by an English sentence

that is assented to (If obvious in Foreign

then assented to in English.)

or (c) Do not translate as an obvious false'

. hood what foreign speakers regard as true

(If assented to in Foreign, then not ob-

viously false in English.)'

Morton points out that while (a) & (b)
?receive explicit textual support from Quine", neither

DD p.
p. 505DD

(a) from p . 83 of Philosophy of l-ogic

1

2

3
cliff s N.J., Prentice Hall , 1970) 'The
"Save the obvious". . . . altogether!
(b) from Philosophy of Logic p. 83 'I

(Englewood
canon

t behoves us,
in construing a strange language.... obvious. '
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is adequate to outlaw strong deviance from classical
1logic.* (b) is irrelevant, since we are not trying

to show that foreigners find obvious a sentence trans-

lated as a contradiction, just that they assent to it.

(a) wilt only prohibit strong deviance if it follows

that assenting to some given sentence necessarily

involves díssenting from its denial. Only if this is

the case will it follow l-hat prohibiting dissent in

the foreign language from what one translated as ob-

vious truths in English wÍll entail that one may

not assent to what. translates as a contradiction.

As Morton points out,2 anyone who was in the business

of assenting to contradictions would also be very

likely to assent both to some sentences and their

denials, so requiring that they be interpreted as

assenting to tautologies would not necessarily pre-

clude translating them as assenting Lo denials of them.

Nevertheless (a) obviously works against wealc deviance.

Strong deviance can only be outlawed by

appealing to a principle such as (c) which has no

force against weak deviance. So to gain the result

which Quine vlants, which is to require that we trans-

late the foreigners as conforming in every \,¡ay to

classical logic, will require a principle which is

something like the conjunction of Morton's (a) and (c) .

p. 506 .

p. 507.
1

2

DD

DD
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As he points out,1 such a conjunction

of principles, taken as a general condition on

translaLion, is a very implausible one. trrlhen Quine

speaks of logical truths being 'obvious' , he means

that they are 'unhesitatingly assented to, for what-

ever reason', and when he speaks of a sentence being

'obvious in particular circumstances' he means 'every-

one will assent to it in those circumstances. I There-

fore conditi.ons such as Morton's (a) and (c) apply

generally even where the vexed problem of logic does

not inLrude. So it follows that even in areas where

rvüe are certain of the attribution of false belief to

some group, Quine's methods would show us mistaken.

Since almost everyone in our society assents to the

proposition that the earth orbits the sun, adhering

to (a) would show us T^rrong to interpret anyone as

saying 'the sun orbits the earth'even though, on a

homophonic reading of our o\^rï. language, this was a

received truth to our forbears. Moreover, the sorts

of methods required to topple that belief were not

mere linguistic revisions, but substantial changes

in the content of belief.

It is also highly implausible that we should

adhere universally to a prohibition such as c). There

are, without doubt, sentences which in our society are

regarded as obvious falsehoods such as: 'Madness is

1 DD p. 507.
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caused by the pha.ses of Lhe moon,' which hTere

assented to by members of our culture in earlier

days. Itlhy should we not equally impute such a

belief to foreigners whose languages tüe translate?

Ihese results follow because of Quine's

definition of 'obviousness' in terms of behavioural

criteria.l He says (P of L p. 82) 
=

'I,rrhen I call '1 + I = 2' obvious to a conmunity

I mean only that everyone, nearly enough, will
unhesitatingly assent to it, for whatever

reason' (my emphasís)

Ilhatever plausibility there is in Quine's position

comes from our unwillingness to abandon the truths

of classical logic; perhaps an inabilíty to conceive

of the alternatíves. There is no such conceptual

block in the case of the other truths I have mention-

ed; it is easy to conceive of alternatives in the case

of physical theoríes. However, since Quine's criteria

are purely behavioural, and most of the community

assent to statements such as 'The earth orbits the

sunt, such statements are elevated to the same status

as logical truths. lnle are enjoined to translate for-

eigners as assenting to such statements despite the

fact that we can conceive of quite plausible grounds

1 This point is
Translating Logic'

made by Charl
Synthese Vol

Parsons tOn

L974 pp. 405-411.
ES
27
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for not assenting to them ourselves. I daresay

that Quine night interpret any such considerations

as 'hesitation' but since he also adds that the

reason for assent ís irrelevant, he appears to have

denied himself this avenue of retreat. In any case,

if he is still committed to the approach which he

adopted in 'Îwo dogmas of empiricism', any inter-
pretation of 'obviousness' which gave special status

to logical truths would be anathema to him. That he

should seek to protect classical logic by this device

point to a problem in his position to which the sol-
ution is by no means obvious. Either he is prepared

to abandon classical logic, in which case it is diff-
icult to see why he goes to such lengths (in P of L

for example) to defend it; of he is not prepared to

give ít up, which presumably means he has retreated

from the doctrines outlíned in 'Two dogmas of Empiric-
. ,1asm.'

Bradle on the Parsi Ar t

Quine has allowed, âs I have pointed out

above, that there are grades of indeterminacy of trans-

lation and that while observation sentences and their
negations are fully determinate under translation, the

Charles Parsons (op. cit.) argues that Quine ,givenhis behavíourist canons of translation is pushed in
the direction of accepting an intuitionist logic.

5

I
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truth functions and substitutional quantification

occupy another lower grade of determin""y. I' Michael

Bradley has atguudz that one argument supporting the

thesis of the indeterminacy of translation would, Lf

valid, have the consequence that the determinacy un-

der translation of truth functional operators is even

further downgraded, so that they occupy a lower level

than Quine now allows.

This argument, which he calls the parsing

argument (PA) , he extracts from I^lO p . 53. 3

1 'Comment on Donald Davidson' Synthese Vol 27 L974
p. 327 .

2 'Quine's Arguments for: the Indeterminacy Thesis'
Australasian Journal of Philosophy (hereafter QAIT)
Võl 54, L976 pÞ. 24-49. This argument occurs on
pp.30-34.

3 ...Nothing not distinguished in stimulus meaning it-
self is Lo be distinguished by pointin
pointing is accompanied by questions o
diversity: 'Ts this the same gavagai
we have here one gavagai or two?' Suc
requires of the linguist a command of

, unless the
identity and

s that?' , 'Do
ques tioning

he native lang-

çtÒ
f
a
h
t

uage far beyond anything that we have as yet seen how
to account for. We cannol even say what native locut-
ions to count as analogues of terms as we know them,
much less equate them with ours term for term, excePt
as vre have also decicled what native devices to view
as doing in their devious \^/ays the work of our o\,nrt
various auxiliaries to objective reference : our art-
icles and pronouns, our singular and plural, our copula,
our idenLity predicate. The whole apparatus is inter-
dependent, and the velry notion of term is as provin-
ci-al to our cul.ture as are those associated devices.
The native may achieve the same net effects through
linguistic structures so different that any eventual
construing of our devices in the native language and
vice versa can prove unnatural and largely arbitrary.
(Cf . s 15. ) Yet the ne1, ef fects , the occasion sente.nces
and not the terms, can rnatch up in point of stimulus
meanings as well- as ever for all that. Occasion sent-
ences and stimulus meaning are general coin; terms
and reference are local to our conceptual scheme.
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According to Bradley,

'The argument is" the hypoËhesis Ehat

"gavagai" has a certain extension E (1et alone that
ít means "rabbit") is dgubly underdetermined by the

behavioural totality; that it is a term at all is
underdetermined; supposing that it is consÈrued as

a term, that it has extension B rather than some

other E' or E" is underdetermined.rf

The parsing of the alien tongue is under-

determined by the behavioural totality. But trans-
lation involves parsing, so Ëranslation is under-

determined by the same totality".l

If parsing in general is subject to
radical indeterminacy, then it fol-lows that whether

or not some particular part of the stream of alien
noise should be construed as a sentential operator

is equally underdetermined. Moreover, this indeter-
minacy will be of the same degree as that affecting
the translation of terms so the distinction in
degree of determinacy beËween truth function and

terms is lost.

Furthermore, Bradley has shown that it
is inconsistent to allow that negations of observation

1 QAIT p. 27
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sentences are more determinate under translation
than other truth functions. If one makes the

assumption, which Quine appears committed to,1
that a sentence has the same grade of determinacy

as any truth functional equivalent,then it follows
that negations of observation sentences must be as

indeterminate under translation as any other truth
functions.

Since any polyadic truth functional
operation can be defined in terms of conjunction and

negation or disjunction and negation, it follows that
any truth functional eompound of observation sentences

must have the same degree of indeterminacy as is
occupied by conjunctions and disjunctions of observ-

ation sentences. But ...såe.f-fer's stroke '/' is definable
in terms of conjunction and negation or disjunction and

negation, so any compounds formed using it occupy the

same grade of indeterminacy as conjunctions and

disjunctions. Since negation and identity are de-

finable in terms of ' /' it follows that they occupy

the same grade of indeterminacy as conjunctions and

disjunctions. But this is inconsistent withthe orig-
inal assumption that observation sentences and their
negations occupy a different grade of determinacy

1 A detailed ar
QAII' pp. 33 /

gument to this effect can be found in
4.
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from conjunctions and disjunctions. An argument

along tl-re same lines can be given to show that the

identity relation is subject to the same degree of

indeterminacy. So the result of accepting the

parsing argument is that even segmentation of utter-

ances into sentences is the subject of indeterminacy. I

If either the argument about verdict

functions or Bradley's more comprehensive argument

based on PA is successful, then Quine must allow that

there are no grounds centring on the determinate trans-

lation of truth functional operators upholding the

view that we must impute our logic to foreigners.

Then.his only ground for holding such a view is that

the truths of classical logic are obvious. I thínk

Morton has shown, in the argument I have outlined above,

that any principle which will achieve the ends Quine

seeks will impose absurdly strict conditions on trans-

lation. If he therefore abandons this approach, then

it is an analytical hypothesis that any given sent-

ential connective is to be equated with a classical

truth functional one, But any such identification

might be overridden by other considerations. It might

be, that in the light of analytical hypothesesabout

other parts of the foreign language, it is foúnd to

be simpler to interpret the foreigners as conforming

I See QAIT pp. 30-34.
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to a different logic, rather than make any other

revision. The decision then becomes a purely prag-

matic orle, not decided on a priori grounds as Hollis,
for example, has argued.
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CONCLUSTONS

I believe I have shown that l{inchrs views on

forms of life differ significantly from I,littgen-

stein's and that what he is mosE centrally comrn-

ítted to is the view that there are precisely de-

lineated conceptual schemes bound up with certain

activities,and that one may make critical judgements

only within the boundaries of such schemes. This

docËrine founders for two principal reasons:

f) that it is impossible to draw boundaries in the

sray it requires, and

2) Even if it were possible to distinguish between

forms of life or conceptual schemes in the way !trinch

requires this would not entail the impossibility
of criticizing one from the point of view of another.

l^Iinch rightly points out that conceptual schemes

can't be held up against the worl-d and judged as

more or less adequate, but the theories which they

enable us to consLruct certainly can, and criticism
is therefore possible using concepts which are not

those in terms of which the theory is framed.

Lukes' and Hollis' attempts at showing that

no alternative criteria of truth logic and rationality

are possil¡le meeL with only limited success. If I
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am right in interpreting them as wishing to show

thaE there are no plausible grounds for believing

that any group of foreigners is using a very diff-
erent conceptual apparatus, then I Ëhink I have

shown thaE their argument, depending as it does on

the noËion of translation fails to prove this. I
think I have shown that their argument aimed at

showing that we could not discover that another

group !.rere using different criteria of logic from

ours fails. That the foreigners use classical logic
is a decision we arrive at by a pragmatic judgement

olr the data available, .not a necessary assumption

for beginning translation (although a highly plausible

one). Furthermore, it may sometimes be plausible,

though I suspect extremely rarely indeed, to conclude

that some group are conrnitted to the denial of one

of the truths of classical logic.
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